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Message from H.E. Dr. Hang Chuon Naron Minister of Education, Youth and Sport 



 

 

Director’s message  

 

Dear Parents and Students, 

 

After two years of the disruption of the Covid 19 pandemic, it is a great pleasure to 

see our students back to full-time, face-to-face school. On behalf of the 

administration, academic faculty and support staff, I wish to extend to you and your 

child a warm welcome to the International School of Siem Reap. 
 

During these turbulent years, we have continued to make steady improvements to 

both campuses. In the High School we have added equipment to enhance safety in 

the science lab and improved and extended outdoor areas to protect our students 

from the sun and rain and expanded our library of physical books.  

In the Primary School we purchased additional land which we used to extend and 

improve outdoor play areas, including a new dedicated play area for our Ear ly Years 

students. In the Khmer curriculum school we continued our upgrading program so 

that all classrooms now have a computer and large screen TV and some have an 

additional projector as we continue to provide training to our teachers to further 

support our students in the computer age. 
 

ISSR High School is accredited by Cambridge Assessment International 

Examinations, a department of the University of Cambridge, through which nearly a 

million students at more than 10,000 schools study to achieve qualifications 

recognised and accepted by universities around the world. 
 

We are very proud of the fact that ISSR is the only school in Siem Reap where your 

child can study the full Khmer National Curriculum and also the British National 

Curriculum concurrently, and thus gain the qualifications needed for entry to 

universities not only in Cambodia but around the world. To further support this, we 

also have a “Qualified Education Agent Counsellor” on staff, qualified and 

authorised to process the application and visa requirements for entry to Australian 

schools and universities. 
 

This handbook is designed to acquaint you with the school’s operation and is 

intended as a valuable home reference regarding procedures followed within the 

school. We thank you for your past support and look forward to your continuing 

support. 

 

Phallin Chhun 

Director, ISSR 
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Message from Ms. Susan Kile, the ISSR High School 

Principal 
 

Dear Parents/guardians, 

 

Welcome to ISSR! This is my second year as a High School 

Principal of the International School of Siem Reap. I can assure 

you that I share in this school community’s dedication to caring for 

our students every day while providing them with a meaningful 

learning environment. 
 

 

The 2022-2023 school year will mark my 31st year in education. I have served as a high 

school math and engineering teacher, a district math specialist for kindergarten to grade 12, 

an Assistant Principal and most recently as the Principal of an International high school in 

Wuxi, China. My educational background includes a Bachelor of Science Degree in 

Secondary Mathematics Education from the Pennsylvania State University and a Master of 

Education Degree in Educational Administration from the University of North Texas. 

This year is going to be amazing as we continue to provide academic experiences for our 

students that are rigorous, relevant, and help them build relationships while making real-

world connections.  As your Principal, it is important to me that everyone who steps through 

our doors - teachers, students and parents - are excited to be here!  This attitude enables us 

to meet the challenges of academic excellence in a positive, fun, and nurturing environment.   

I firmly believe that every child can succeed and that the cooperation between home and 

school builds trust and self-esteem in students so that they can achieve at their highest 

potential to shape their future, and consequently, the future of our community. With the goal 

of advancing the culture of excellence here at ISSR, I am devoted to continually exploring 

new ideas to meet the needs of all students and to interact with parents and community 

members. 

To our students, it is going to be a meaningful and fun year. We will be learning together to 

achieve the highest accomplishments.  

 
 

To conclude, please remember that my door is always open to you. I sincerely welcome your 

conversation and input during this year. Let us keep our students the primary focus of our 

work. I can’t wait to celebrate our collective successes during the 2022-2023 academic year. 

 

 

 

 

Sincerely, 

Susan Kile 
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Mission Statement 
It is the goal of the International School of Siem Reap (ISSR) to prepare its students to 

become responsible world citizens who embrace a commitment to lifelong learning and the 

application of that learning to the improvement of self and in turn for the benefit of local and 

global communities. 

We believe that it is vital for ISSR’s students, while at school, to learn to live alongside and 

to respect those from other countries and cultures. The respect of our students for each other 

is encouraged and emphasised while the unique qualities, interests and talents that each 

student brings to our school community are valued. We are proud of our diverse student 

body. As our students are taught to understand and to respect and value those who are 

different, they also learn to value and respect themselves. 

 

 

THE HIGH SCHOOL OF INTERNATIONAL SCHOOL OF SIEM REAP 2022-2023 
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Background 
ISSR is an independent International School in 

Siem Reap, Cambodia. The ISSR High School was 

established in August 2011 in central Siem Reap, 

following the success of the ISSR Primary School 

which was established in 2007. We are a rapidly 

growing school with a deserved reputation as one 

of the best educational institutions in Siem Reap, 

and the only institution currently offering AS and A2 

Level courses for Year 12 and Year 13 students. 

ISSR’s students represent over 15 nationalities. 

ISSR believes that the diversity of its student body 

is one of its greatest strengths, supporting the 

school’s mission to prepare its students to be 

responsible and informed world citizens.  

 

The school has over 120 pupils; 60% are local and the other 40% are from a wide range of 

countries in Europe, Asia, Africa and the Americas. We are situated at the end of 

Salakamreuk Rd. near the Ring Road.  
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Facilities 
Our school has 33 classrooms, most of which are equipped with networked computers and 

data projectors. There is a modern ICT facility, as well as science laboratories, music room 

and art studio. All of the school buildings have wireless network and students engage in the 

use of technology in their lessons. There is a 25m covered swimming pool, volleyball and 

basketball courts, and a grass playing field. 
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Staffing 
The International School of Siem Reap is staffed with dedicated, skilled and committed 

teachers, ensuring a quality education for your child. The teaching staff in the High School 

are fully qualified subject specific teachers, with either a first degree in Education or in a 

related professional discipline with additional pedagogic qualifications, and are proficient 

English speakers with relevant British curriculum experience. Our staff members are from all 

over the world and provide an international flavour to the school. 

English faculties  
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Office & Supporting staff  

Enrolment 
Enrolment of any new student is initially based on an applicant’s age, and every new student 

wishing to enrol at ISSR will have to complete CIE assessments in English, Mathematics and 

Science to determine whether they will be accepted. 

It is ISSR’s policy not to place a student in a Year Group more than one year below their 

prospective age range – this is to ensure that students receive a high standard and socially 

cohesive education. In certain exceptional circumstances a student may be placed one year 

above the prospective age range although this is at the discretion of the Principal and based 

upon the student’s academic background. 
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School Curriculum  
The teaching of the British National Curriculum and Cambridge Assessment International 

Education (CAIE) curriculum, ensures the social and intellectual development of each 

individual student. Thus, by the end of a student’s schooling, we can provide internationally 

recognised academic qualifications, preparing ISSR’s students for further study in all 

international universities around the world. 
 

 

Our teaching activities support a wide range of individual learning styles, while building the 

basis for a deep academic understanding of life’s principles in a wide range of subjects. All 

lessons are taught in English and we expect all students to have adequate English skills to 

access the curriculum.  

The overwhelming majority of our students are full-time, i.e., they pursue an international 

curriculum in its entirety. We also have a small number of part-time students who study the 

core international curriculum in addition to following the Khmer National Curriculum. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The School Year 
The school year has four terms and two semesters. 

 

Semester 1 

 

Semester 2 

 

Term 1 

15th August 2022 - 14th October 2022 

Term 3 

9th January 2023 - 24th March 2023 

Term 2 

17th October 2022 - 16th December 2022 

 

Term 4 

27th March 2023 – 23rd June 2023 

 

Cambridge International Curriculum 

Year 7 – AS/A Level 

Cambodian National Curriculum 

Year 7 – Year 12 
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The School Day 
The school day for all students begins at 7:50 am. Students need to arrive and register on 

the card system before 7:50 am otherwise they will be marked late. Repeated lateness may 

result in after school detentions.  

 School hours: All classes start at 8:05 am. There is a morning break of 15 minutes and a 

45-minute lunch break. 

 The length of lessons is 55 minutes. This is to facilitate activities prior to the start of lunch 

thereby ensuring that the School is all-inclusive in terms of full-time and part-time 

students. 

 For full-time students, classes finish at 4:00 pm and for part-time students who study the 

Khmer National Curriculum, classes finish at 5:00 pm. 
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After School Arrangements 
There are several arrangements in place for students at the end of the ISSR High School 
day. Students can return home by bicycle or moto as long as safety measures are followed, 
or on the school bus. Fees for the school bus are discussed during enrolment. Parents who 
are collecting students from the Full-Time English Programme must collect their son / 
daughter promptly between 4:00pm and 4:15pm.  
Parents collecting students from the Part-Time Khmer English Programme and after school 
clubs must collect their son / daughter promptly at the time scheduled for the end of the 
Khmer Programme should that end later than the International Programme. The school will 
not be held responsible for students who are left behind unless special arrangements have 
been made with the school administration. Parents will be contacted if continual late pick up 
issues arise.  
 

School Rules and Policies  
All parents are requested to make themselves aware of the school policies that apply in the 
day-to-day life of their son / daughter. These school policies cover all aspects of the 
educational provision as well as broader managerial issues. They inform and protect all 
members of our school community. Policies can be viewed in the school office at any time. 
The main school Policies directly affecting parents and students are outlined on the following 
pages. 
 

Uniforms  
Students are required to wear the ISSR school uniform (royal blue polo shirt with logo), which 

can be purchased from the office but students must also adhere to the following:   

 Loose-fitting black, dark grey or navy-blue long trousers or shorts below the knees 

 If female students wish to wear skirts, that is acceptable provided they are of one of the 

listed colours, are loose-fitting and extend to the knees. 

 Light blue denim is not permitted. However, denim jeans of a dark colour, 

preferably black, dark grey or navy are acceptable.  Any clothing that is ripped or 

displays any form of logo is not acceptable. 

 Sandals, flip-flops, high heeled shoes or open-toed shoes are not to be worn by the 

students. 

 Students are expected to wear the School PE kit for PE lessons and Sports and Games. 

The same footwear rule as itemised in [4] above applies. Students are required to wear 

suitable sports shoes for activities. 

 Students may wear one wristwatch, one simple ring of a size deemed not to pose a risk 

in laboratories, workshops or any other area of the School, or which poses a risk to other 

people. 

 No make-up; no coloured contact lenses; no nail varnish; no visible tattoos 

 Girls may have one pair of small, simple, stud earrings of a size deemed not to pose a 

risk in laboratories, workshops or any other area of the School. 

 Girls may wear one simple bracelet of a size deemed not to pose a risk in laboratories, 

workshops or any other area of the School. 

 Teachers of Science, Art and Design and Physical Education, and, where relevant, other 

teachers may instruct a student to remove an item of jewellery if the Teacher considers 

that the item could pose any risk. 

 If a student does not wear their blue polo shirt to school, they must provide a valid reason 

to their Form Tutor. 

 Respectable hairstyles with no / minimum natural colouring 
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 When on expeditions (including field trips), school uniforms must be worn unless 

instructed otherwise by the teacher in charge. 

 When attending school for examinations, school uniforms must be worn unless instructed 

otherwise by the teacher in charge. 

 Parents will be contacted by telephone or email if there are recurring issues with uniform 

and / or appearance in general. 

 

Attendance 
All students are expected to attend the full school term each year. This routine ensures good 

progress for your child’s education. The school calendar is printed in this booklet and also 

available on our website https://issr.edu.kh or from Administration. Should any unforeseen 

calendar changes occur, parents will be informed by email, letter and on the school’s website. 

 

Lateness 
The current ISSR High School student daily schedule is from 07:50-16:00 for full-time 

students and 07:50-1700 for part-time students. All students have a 10-minute form period 

from 07:50-08:00 every morning where they meet with their tutor. Attendance is taken by 

means of a card reader situated at the entrance and exit gate. All students will receive an ID 

card which will be used to register their attendance when they arrive at school and monitor 

when they exit the school at the end of the school day or for sport and field trips. 

ISSR High School students must adhere to the following:  

 Arrive at ISSR before 07:50 and register on the system. 

 Be in their form room between 07:50-08:00. 

 Students will be marked late if they arrive after 07:50, which will be indicated on their 

reports. 

 If a student arrives after 07:50 they must first report to the School Office to explain the 

reason for their lateness.  

 Students then log on using the card reader situated in the office area. The late arrival will 

be automatically recorded on the registration system. 

 Parents must phone the school office if their son / daughter is going to be late for school 

owing, for example, to doctor’s appointments, bad traffic, accidents and exceptional 

circumstances. 

 Parents will be contacted by telephone or email if their son / daughter is late twice or more 

in the same week. 

 If lateness is a recurring problem, a meeting between the Principal, Form Tutor, student 

and parents will be arranged. 

 

Absences  
It is integral to a student’s education that they attend school on a regular basis and the ISSR 

High School students must adhere to the following procedures if absent from school or if they 

go home before school ends:  

1. If a student is sick, parents must phone the school office before 07:50 so that the 

Administrative staff can inform the respective teachers and make any additional 

arrangements.  

2. If the student takes the school bus the administrative staff should be informed earlier so 

that transport delays can be prevented.  

https://issr.edu.kh/
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3. When phoning the school office, parents must explain why their son / daughter is absent 

and when they will be returning to school.  

4. With regards to absences during the school day, parents must inform the office in 

advance, providing details such as when their son / daughter will need to leave the school 

premises, when they will return and the purpose of their absence.  

5. If a student is going to have a prolonged or planned absence from school, parents must 

inform the school office in advance, providing details such as when she/he will be absent, 

the date of return and the purpose of their absence.  

6. If a student is sick during the school day, it will be at the discretion of the teacher as to 

whether to send him/her home. The parents will be duly informed of any situations such 

as this.  

7. Students are not allowed to phone their parents during the school day to request the 

parents to allow them to go home early. 

8. Parents will be contacted if there are recurring problems with their son/daughter’s 

attendance by telephone or email.  

9. For health and safety and child protection reasons, students should not phone the office 

to explain an absence; that is the role of the parents or guardian.  

Authorised and Unauthorised Absences  
There is a difference between authorised and unauthorised absences. Absences for the 

following reasons will be considered authorised: 
 

 Illness; 

 Family emergencies; 

 Religious observances 
 

If a note or letter is not provided, such absences will be considered unauthorised. A pattern 

of unauthorised absences will necessitate a conference with parents. For planned absences 

we strongly request that parents plan vacations to coincide with school holidays.  We request 

advance written notification of vacations and other planned absences that are to occur during 

term time. 

  

Where a prolonged absence from school is anticipated, parents are invited to make an 

appointment with the relevant teachers in advance in order to receive the planned 

assignments and schedule of work. 

 

Upon return to school, the student must present an absence slip signed by a parent or 

guardian. 

 

Mobile Phones and Electronic Devices 
Using social media or playing games does not contribute to academic progress. Therefore, 

while a student is under legal guardianship (in loco parentis) of ISSR, social media and 

games of any sort are not permitted. Using phones is a privilege.  

Students may use devices when;  

 Instructed by a teacher for in-class use. 

 Authorised by a staff member. 

 To make a call to parents after school or pickup purposes from the front office.  

 An app or website has been approved for use, to support classroom instruction or for 

classroom research. 
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Devices must be in the provided locker;  

 Devices are to be kept in the provided locker unless a teacher requests that they be 

brought to class. Devices must be on silent mode. The school is not responsible for any 

loss, theft or damage of devices. Writing entire assignments and documents on the phone 

is impractical and will be discouraged. Students are encouraged to use laptop/notebook 

computers for this purpose. 

If the above rules are not followed, electronic devices may be confiscated until the Monday 

of the following week and parents will have to come and collect the item from school. 

 

Duty of Care 
The provision of care on the part of ISSR is dependent upon parents and guardians providing 

the correct information to the school upon enrolment. Please ensure that: 

 Contact details are up-to-date; 

 The absence or unavailability of parents or guardians is always known; 

 Medical conditions are known; 

 Vaccination information is kept up-to-date. 

At all times, the school will exercise its responsibility to ensure the care and safety of students 

based on the information at hand. When unforeseen events occur, such information will 

assist in the proper implementation of any relevant emergency policy.  

Anti-bullying and cyberbullying   
ISSR’s understanding of bullying is repeated verbal, physical, social or psychologically 
aggressive behaviour by a person or group directed towards a person or group that is 
intended to cause harm, distress or fear. It can undermine a student's self-value and impede 
his/her education. The School views bullying in any form most seriously, and students can 
expect a thorough investigation and severe repercussions if found engaging in such activity.  

The School considers that bullying occurs when there is a pattern of: 

 Name calling 
 Making fun of others in an emotionally harmful way 
 Making students feel isolated 
 Stealing, withholding, abusing or damaging other students’ belongings 
 Frightening other students or forcing them to act against their will 
 Hitting or engaging in other aspects of violence 
ISSR embraces the advantages of modern technology in terms of the educational benefits it 
brings; however, the School is mindful of the potential for bullying to occur. Central to the 
School's anti-bullying policy is the belief that all students have a right not to be bullied and 
that bullying is always unacceptable. The School also recognises that it must take note of 
bullying perpetrated outside School which has an adverse effect within the School. 

Cyber-bullying is an aggressive, intentional act carried out by a group or individual using 
electronic forms of contact repeatedly over time against a victim who cannot easily defend 
himself/herself. 

By cyber-bullying, we mean bullying by any electronic media:   

 Bullying by texts or messages or calls on mobile phones 
 The use of mobile phone cameras to cause distress, fear or humiliation; 
 Posting threatening, abusive, defamatory or humiliating material on websites, to include 

blogs, personal websites, social networking sites;   
 Hijacking/cloning email accounts, and/or using legitimate ones for illegitimate purposes  
 Making threatening, abusive, and defamatory or humiliating remarks in chat rooms.  
 ISSR trains its staff to respond effectively to reports of cyber-bullying or harassment and 

has systems in place to respond to it. ISSR endeavours to block access to inappropriate 
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websites, using firewalls, antivirus protection and filtering systems and no pupil is allowed 
to work on the internet in the Computer Room, or any other location within the school 
which may from time to time be used for such work, without a member of staff present. 
Where appropriate and responsible, ISSR audits ICT communications and regularly 
reviews the security arrangements in place. 

While education and guidance remain at the heart of what we do, ISSR reserves the right to 
take action against those who take part in cyber-bullying.  

Medication 
If a student becomes unwell during the school day, the school will contact the parents 
concerned and the student will be taken home by school personnel when parents are not 
free to arrange for a pick-up themselves. This will incur a small cost to parents. For students 
with an ailment that does not otherwise prevent their presence in school, ISSR cannot take 
responsibility for administering medicine. However, an arrangement can be discussed on a 
case-by-case basis. 
 
Students may not have any medicine at school. If they need to take medicine during the 
school day, the medicine must be given to the office with a note explaining what time and 
how much medicine should be taken. Student may go to the office at the proper time to get 
their medication and take it. 

Parents are responsible for updating their son / daughter’s vaccinations each year and should 
inform the school administration whenever there is a change of status regarding such 
vaccinations. 

Insurance 
Since January 2011 all pupils, teachers and staff at ISSR have been covered by a group 
accident insurance policy for injury in the school grounds and during school excursions. (This 
insurance is not for students’ illnesses while attending ISSR). There is no additional charge 
to parents for this cover, which becomes active once initial fees have been paid.  
 

Helmets 
Students arriving to school on motos or bicycles must wear a safety helmet by Cambodian 
Law. If an accident occurs whilst commuting to and from school, and helmets are not worn, 
students are not covered by the ISSR insurance policy. 
 

Complaints against teachers  

The Formal Procedure 
 

Principles 

At every stage of the formal procedure, the handling of the complaint will be: 

 Non-adversarial 

 Swift (using agreed time limits) 

 Fair (using independent investigation where necessary) 

 Confidential 
 
Throughout the process, the school will be willing: 

 To listen  

 To learn  

 To admit mistakes 

 To address any issues raised 

 To change school practice if appropriate 
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In using this procedure: 

 Staff are asked to be aware that complainants may feel intimidated by the school as 
an institution and unsure whether they will be treated fairly.  

 Complainants are asked to be aware that those complained about, especially 
individual members of staff, may feel very vulnerable during this process. 

 
Therefore, throughout the procedure, the aim of all parties should be not only to resolve the 
complaint but also to develop and sustain good relationships between all members of the 
school community. However formal or serious the complaint, or however dissatisfied the 
complainant, the aim will always be reconciliation between all parties and a renewed 
commitment to work together amicably.  
 
This Complaints Procedure does not apply to: 

 Procedures with their own appeal structure e.g. admissions and exclusions 

 Concerns about the British National Curriculum  

 Child protection matters 
 
It is also totally separate from any Disciplinary or Capability Procedures. If the investigation 
of any complaint were to lead to concerns on the part of the Principal or Directors about the 
capability or conduct of a member of staff, these would not be discussed or dealt with within 
this procedure. 
 

The Stages for making a complaint  

(Flowchart of complaints procedure – see appendix 1) 
 
A good procedure will enable swift handling of the complaint with clear time scales and will 
also ensure a full and fair investigation that respects the confidentiality of the complainant 
whilst recognising the rights of all involved. 
 
Dividing the complaint process into stages enables complainants to have a clear idea of how 
to make their concerns known and also where to turn if they are not satisfied with an answer 
that they may have been given. It also provides ISSR with a clear approach to complaint 
handling. 
 
Where the following procedure refers to Principal, s/he may delegate any of these functions 
to a member of the senior leadership team if appropriate. The final decision will however rest 
with the Principal. 

 

Stage 1 - Informal complaint 
This is when a parent, student or other person contacts the school because they are not 
happy about something that has happened, or is happening in school.  
 
At this stage ideally a class teacher or other individual responsible for the service can resolve 
the concerns and this could be via a meeting if the complainant so wishes. It may be helpful 
to identify at this point what sort of outcome the complainant is looking for in order to tackle 
minor concerns quickly and effectively. 
 
The response should be provided within a maximum of 15 school days from the date of 
receipt. 
 
The response can be oral or in writing, as deemed appropriate to the situation however 
details of the complaint are retained for monitoring purposes. 
If the school is unable to respond within the time scale, the school will inform the complainant 
before the deadline, giving a reason for any delay and a new reasonable deadline for reply. 
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As part of the response, the complainant should be advised of the next stage of the 
procedure in case they are not satisfied with the outcome. 
 
Should the complaint be about a class teacher, or other individual responsible for the 
service or if it is inappropriate for anyone below the role of Principal to respond, it may be 
prudent for the Principal or member of the senior leadership team to respond to a complaint 
directly under the Stage 2 guidelines in the first instance. 
 
Also, the Principal may escalate the complaint to any stage of the process if they feel that it 
is appropriate. 
 
A complainant’s unreasonable refusal to attempt a local resolution may result in the 
procedure being terminated and this will be confirmed in writing 

 

Stage 2 - Formal complaint to the Principal 
If the complainant is not satisfied with the response received from the class teacher or person 
investigating the complaint, or if it is not appropriate for the class teacher or investigator to 
respond, the complainant should be given the opportunity to take the complaint to Stage 2 of 
the process in order for the Principal to investigate. Equally, if the matter is considered to be 
of such concern, the Principal may decide to undertake an investigation at Stage 2 
immediately.  
 
Stage 2 complaints should usually be made in writing to the head teacher and should also 
include the complainant’s desired outcome from the complaint. The school can provide a 
standard form for completion (see Appendix 2). 
 
If the Stage 2 is at the complainant’s request, the complaint must be taken up by the 
complainant within 10 school working days following the informal Stage 1 response. It is not 
appropriate for a complaint to be pursued after a long lapse of time. 
 
The school will provide oral or written acknowledgement of a complaint within 2 school days 
of receipt of the complaint and include a target date for response. This should normally be 
within 20 school days of receipt of the complaint. 
 
If it is not possible to resolve matters within this timescale an explanation will be given with a 
revised target date. 
 
Where appropriate, the Principal should provide the complainant with the opportunity to meet 
to discuss the complaint further and it is reasonable to allow a friend or advocate to 
accompany the complainant to the meeting if they so wish. 
 
The Principal will interview any relevant students / witnesses as soon as possible. Written 
records are kept of all meetings, telephone conversations and interviews etc. 
 
Complaints need to be considered, and resolved, as quickly and efficiently as possible. 
Following the completion of all appropriate investigations, the Principal will respond in writing 
to the complainant, with all appropriate information in relation to the complaint and 
information on any outcome(s).  
Should the complaint be about the Principal or if the Principal has already had extensive 
involvement at this stage, the school may refer the complaint directly to the Directors to be 
dealt with at Stage 3. However, it is obviously desirable for the Principal to continue to attempt 
to resolve the issue at this stage if possible.  
 
Unless the complaint relates to the Principal, the Directors may ask the Principal or member 
of the senior leadership team to carry out any investigation on their behalf. This should be 
someone with no previous involvement in the complaint. 
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Further consideration at stage 2 
If the complainant considers that the decision of the Principal is irrational, or that the Principal 
has acted unreasonably in considering the complaint, then the complainant may bring a 
complaint in respect of the investigation carried out by the Principal or member of the senior 
leadership team.  
 
This will provide an opportunity for the evidence to support such a complaint to be 
investigated. In this case the complainant should submit in writing a complaint in respect of 
the Principal’s investigation to the Directors within 5 school days of receiving the Principal’s 
written response. 
 
The Directors will carry out an investigation, and will consider all available evidence. This 
may include separate interviews with the complainant, the Principal and relevant members 
of school staff if the Directors require additional evidence. However, it would not be 
appropriate to question any students if they have been part of any previous investigation.  
 
When the investigation has been concluded the complainant and the Principal will be 
informed in writing of the outcome within 20 school days of receiving the complaint.  
 
Irrationality is defined objectively – for the decision of the Principal to be deemed irrational, it 
has to be so unreasonable that it was not one that a sensible person could have made. 
 

Stage 3 – Formal complaint to the Directors 
Complaints rarely reach Stage 3, but the Directors are prepared to deal with them if 
necessary.  
 
If the Directors receive a written complaint directly from a parent they should consult with the 
Principal before taking any action. It is important to ensure that the earlier stages of the 
procedure have been exhausted and it may be more prudent that the  
Directors carry out an investigation or review as prescribed in the ‘Further consideration at 
stage 2’ part of the procedure above. 
 
Complainants should be advised that complaints at this stage should usually be made in 
writing and addressed to the Directors no later than 10 school days following receipt of a 
written outcome at Stage 2. 
 
It is important that the Directors should not only be independent, but be seen to be so.  
   
Written acknowledgement of the complaint should usually be made within 3 school days of 
receiving the complaint.  
 
The acknowledgement letter should inform the complainant that their complaint is to be heard 
within 20 school days of receiving the complaint.  
 
The complaint meeting should be arranged, with enough notice given so that everyone, 
including the complainant, can make arrangements to attend. This notice period is usually at 
least 5 school days prior to the date of the meeting. 
 
At this meeting the issues around the complaint can be discussed, with everyone involved 
invited to put forward their case (See order of proceedings for Stage 3 complaint below). It is 
likely that any people involved would need to be interviewed in order to get a clearer picture 
of the story. Any parties involved should also be invited to submit any extra evidence that 
has not been seen during the earlier stages. 
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A written response to the complainant should be made as soon as possible but within a 
maximum of 15 school days from the date of the meeting. 
 

Order of proceedings for Stage 3 complaint  

 Welcome, introductions and explanations of the proceedings by the Directors. 

 The complainant is invited to explain the complaint.  

 The Principal may question the complainant. 

 The Directors may ask questions at any time. 

 If there are any witnesses for the complainant, each one is invited into the hearing in 
turn and in each case the witness is invited to speak, then the Principal may question 
them. In each case, the witness will leave after their evidence. 

 The Principal is invited to explain the school’s actions. 

 The complainant may question the Principal. 

 If there are any witnesses for the school, they are treated in exactly the same way as 
the witnesses for the complainant. 

 When the Directors are sure that all parties have asked all that they need to, the 
complainant is invited to sum up their complaint. 

 The Principal is then invited to sum up the school’s actions and response to the 
complaint. 

 The Directors explain that both parties will hear from them within three school days 
following the day of the hearing. 

 Both parties leave together while the Directors make their decision.  
 

Options Open to the Directors  
The Directors may: 

 dismiss the complaint in whole or in part; 

 uphold the complaint in whole or in part; 

 decide on the appropriate action to be taken to resolve the complaint; 

 where appropriate, recommend changes to the school’s systems or procedures to 
ensure that problems of a similar nature do not recure 

 

Vexatious complaints  
The term ‘vexatious’ reaches wider than complaints. It is not appropriate to make personal 
accusations or attacks on members of school staff, or to raise matters that are not about 
education or a child’s well-being. It is also not appropriate to make unsubstantiated 
allegations against the school, or to behave unreasonably by not engaging with the school 
to attempt a joint resolution. A good complaints procedure can help limit the number of 
protracted complaints. If a complainant attempts to reopen issues that have been dealt with 
through the complaints procedure it should be explained that the procedure has been 
exhausted and that the matter is now closed.  
 
If a complainant acts unreasonably by continuing to raise similar issues or raising a range 
of unrelated issues on a repeated basis, then the school can reserve the right not to 
respond.  
 
The school will take steps to limit or in some way ration contact for example: 

 Directing the parent to a specific teacher or other member of staff as a contact point. 

 Responding to the complainant at specific intervals. 

 Informal or formal written warnings given as to future behaviour and the consequences 
of that behaviour.  

 
Any new issues should be addressed separately under the relevant stage of the complaints 
procedure and a continued dialogue with the school is seen as extremely important in 
ensuring the best possible outcomes for the students. 
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If a complainant in this category refuses to engage in the school’s formal complaints 
procedures, but continues to complain, then the Principal or Directors will consider informing 
the complainant that the complaints are vexatious. 
 

General Points 

In order to turn complaints to positive effect, it is important that records are kept so that at 
regular intervals the senior managers and leaders of the school can reflect on issues that 
have arisen and on the way in which they have been handled. The Principal keeps all 
records of complaints in the Principal’s office. 
 

The school may report to parents any changes which have been made to the school’s 
procedures as a result of parental feedback.  
 

Confidentiality 

All records of complaints must be kept strictly confidential, except where a legitimate subject 
access request is made. 
Complaints Made Other Than in Accordance with the Procedure 
Sometimes a complainant may be unfamiliar with, or unaware of, the complaints procedure; 
sometimes they may choose to take their complaint straight to the Directors. In every such 
case, the procedure must be strictly adhered to, and the complaint redirected to its proper 
stage in the procedure. It is, therefore, important that all members of staff and Directors are 
fully aware of the procedure and that it is publicly available.  
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Academic Programme 
A quality educational programme is given to our students. Lessons are fully in accordance 

with the British National Curriculum and the Cambridge Assessment International Education 

(CAIE) for Year 7 to Year 9 (KS3) – Checkpoint, Year 10 to Year 11 (IGCSE) and Year 12 to 

Year 13 (AS/A Level). 

 

 

 

ISSR High School is divided into three Key Stages in accordance with the UK 

secondary school structure: 

 

Key Stage Three Years 7 - 9 

End of Year 9: CIE Checkpoint Examinations in 

English, English Second Language, 

Mathematics and Science 

Key Stage Four Years 10 – 11 
End of Year 11: CIE IGCSE Examinations in all 

examinable subjects (core and options) 

Key Stage Five Years 12 - 13 

End of Year 12: CIE AS Level Examinations 

End of Year 13: CIE AS and A2 Level 

Examinations 
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Class Size 
For students studying in KS3 and IGCSE, 

classes will not exceed 25. Students, and AS/A2 

Level classes will not exceed 15 students per 

subject. Should the school receive more 

applications for a year group which is at full 

capacity, those applicants will be placed on a 

waiting list for that particular class providing the 

enrolment paperwork has been completed. 

Once a place for a student is made available, the 

place will only be held if the registration fee has 

been paid. Priority will be given to applicants 

whose sibling(s) is/are already enrolled at ISSR.  

Academic Queries  
For routine matters relating to academic progress and classroom activity, parents should 

bring their concerns to the attention of the classroom teacher. Parents are asked to make an 

appointment outside of classroom time. This can be done over the telephone with the office 

or in person before or after the tuition times. If for any reason it is felt that concerns have 

been insufficiently addressed an appointment may then be made via the office to speak to 

the Principal.  

 

Parents are not permitted to enter classrooms during the school day for this or other purposes 

without prior appointment with the class teacher, or without being accompanied by a member 

of the administration or teaching staff. For all other questions not specifically of an academic 

nature please make an appointment to speak to the Principal or administration. 
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Curriculum Overview 
 

 

English Language/ESL 6 [4 Language; 2 Literature/Drama] 

Mathematics 4 

Science 4 

Computer Science 

 

3 

Physical Education 1 

Tutor/Assembly 1  

ECA 1 

                            

 

Total part-time:  20 lessons per week 

   

Humanities (History / Geography) 4 [Y9: 1 x Business Studies] 

MFL (French / Chinese) 3 

Art 2 

Design 2 

Global Perspectives 2  

Music 1 

PSHE 1         

  Total full-time:   35 lessons per week   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Key Stage Three: Years 7 – 9 

 

Key Stage Three: number of lessons 

allocated to each subject per week   

 

 

All students All full-time students 

Core Curriculum: 

English Language/ESL 

Mathematics 

Science 

Computer Science 

Physical Education 

ECA 

Tutor/Assembly 

 

Core Curriculum plus: 

Humanities (History/Geography) 

Global Perspectives   

Business Studies (Y9) 

Art and Design 

Modern Foreign Languages ( French or  Chinese ) 

PSHE 

Music 
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Key Stage Four: Year 10 
 

 

 

 

Most pupils take eight subjects for the IGCSE. Whilst most of our students are full-time i.e. 

they pursue the international curriculum in its entirety, a small number of part-time students 

only study the core of the international curriculum and one of the Options, in addition to 

following the Khmer National Curriculum. All full time student will study the Core and 3 or 4 

additional options. 

 

All students study one subject from each group in the Core.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

English Language/ESL 4 

Mathematics 4 

Physics/Biology 4 

Business Studies 4 

PSHE 

PE 

ECA 

   1 

   1 

   1 

 19 lessons per week (part-time) 

Full-time students choose one subject from each group. 

Geography/Global Perspective   4 

MFL Chinese/French/History 4 

Art and Design/Computer Science 4 

Physics/Biology/Chemistry  4 
  Total 35 lessons per week (full-time) 

 

 

 

Key Stage Four: Year 11 

 

 

All students study one subject from each group in the Core.  

 English Language 4 

Mathematics 4 

Coordinated Science   6 

Business Studies  4 

PE 1 

PSHE 1 

Total 20 lessons per week  

  

  

Full-time students choose one subject from each group. 

MFL Chinese/French 3 

Global Perspective/History 4 

Art and Design/Computer Science 4 

Geography 4 

Total 35 lessons per week (full-time) 
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Key Stage Five: Years 12 and 13  
 

The subjects offered at AS/A2 Level vary dependent upon students’ choices. Most students 

take four subjects in Year 12. After the AS level exams they often drop one subject, and 

continue the other three through to Year 13 to complete their A-levels the following subject 

are currently being offered: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Official Cambridge certificates and recognition for the Cambridge Lower Secondary Year 

9 Checkpoint tests, IGCSEs at the end of Year 11 and AS and A Level at the end of Year 

12 and Year 13 will be provided to each student upon completion of each course. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Subject 

Geography 

Business 

Mathematics 

Biology 

Chemistry 

Physics 
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Reports and Parents Meetings 
Two full End of Semester reports and two sets of mid-term Progress Reports are issued each 

year for all year groups in addition to two parents’ meetings held at the end of semester one 

and two. The schedule for 2022-23 is noted below. 

 

Semester 1: 
 14th October 2022 – Progress Report (based on continuous assessment) CA1 - (Y7-13) 

 17-19th Oct 2022 – 1st Parent meetings  

 9th December 2022 – End of Semester 1 Report (based on continuous assessment 

(CA2) and summative assessment based on semester examinations (SA1) - (Y7-13) 

Semester 2:  
 6-16th March 2023 Trial Examinations (Y11-13).  

 24th March 2023 – Progress Report (based on continuous assessment) CA3 - (Y7-10)  

o A report is issued to Year Y11-13 and at this point since students will begin 

revision for the IGCSE and AS/A2 examinations and the practical and oral 

examinations take place in April, May and June. 

 27-29th March 2023 – 2nd Parent meetings  

 17th June 2023 – End of Semester 2 Report (based on continuous assessment (CA4) 

and summative assessment based on semester examinations (SA2) - (Y7-10) 

Awards 
ISSR issues students with several awards throughout the year:  

 The Attainment Award is given to students who have achieved excellent 

results in a range of subjects each semester. 

 The Progress Award recognises those students who are determined to 

succeed in subjects that they find challenging. 

 The Special Merit Award records the gratitude of ISSR towards those students 

who have made a significant contribution to the extra-curricular life of the School 

during the academic year. 

 

In addition, students may receive certificates upon completion of, for example, certain 

extra-curricular courses.  
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IGCSE: Year 11      A Levels: Year 13 
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Community Service 

The significance of community is an integral part of the educational ethos of the International 

School of Siem Reap and is an important part of the school curriculum. The school 

encourages students to be conscious and active members of their community and take part 

in a range of community service projects with NGOs.  

 

Students in Y 11-13 are required to do at least 10 days (70 hours) of community service from 

June 10 – June 23 (or upon completion of their Cambridge Exams). Details of the 

requirements will be provided to students during Term 3. 
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Extra-curricular Provision 
Alongside a strong academic focus within the school is the explicit intention to develop 

individual talents and strengths so that each child has the opportunity to be successful. To 

ensure this occurs, a wide range of activities is organised which aids physical development 

and the exploration of interests as well as providing opportunities for experiencing the thrill 

of challenge and competition, the spirit of teamwork and a sense of accomplishment.  

 

The school provides a rich extra-curricular programme The Extra-Curricular Activities (ECAs) 

programme is compulsory for all students, with the exception of Y 11, irrespective of year 

group or full/part-time status. Students are required to choose an activity from a range of 

options. ECAs are varied and students can choose different ECAs each semester. 
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Opportunities for Leadership 
Another important part of the all-round education of students is the development of leadership 

skills. There is a wide variety of activities used to develop young future leaders. These include 

school council, sport team captains, house captains, community service opportunities and 

assemblies.  
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The House System  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

All students are allocated to a House. ISSR has four houses with equal numbers of students 

across the secondary age range. House Captains and Vice-Captains are selected by the 

students in each house. The Houses, often working alongside the High School Council, 

organise the students in preparation for a variety of inter-House events including sports, 

quizzes, Halloween and Khmer New Year games competing for the House Shield that is 

awarded at the end of the academic year.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Head Boy    Head Girl 

Deputy Head Boy         Deputy Head Girl 

 Leaders 

STUDENTS REPRESENTATIVE COUNCIL 
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ISSR High School Field Trip  
ISSR organises field trips for students to enable experiences beyond the classroom to 

extend, reinforce and enhance their academic, cultural and social development.  

Elephant forest 
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Kulen Mountain National Park 

 

Siem Reap Bannalay 
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Theam’s Gallery & Apopo  
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Cycling Tour to Angkor Wat & Small Circle: Year 7  
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Activity Photos 

Cambridge Art and Design Coursework 

The Art Design students have completed their portfolio of coursework assignment with 
very outstanding results. Oil Painting, Collages, Water Colour and Acrylic paint were 
applied on different media and surfaces. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

      

   

 

Community Service 

Field Trip:  to the International Schools of Phnom Penh for Volleyball Competition.  

 

 

 

 

 

Austin Heights International School Visit 

 

 

 

 

 

Book Amnesty 

Be a part of it – donate your books to our ever-expanding Room 203 library 

Fiction and non-fiction appreciated 
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China MUN 
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SR-Model United Nation (SRMUN) 
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Sports Tournament at ISSR High School 2021-2022   
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Students, teachers and Staff interactions  
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Cultural Activities 

  

ISSR Swimming Gala 2019 – 2020    
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Calendar 2022-2023 
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I.S.S.R 

We are One,  

              But We are Many  
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1. Principal’s message  
 

 

Dear Parents and Students, 

 

The information in this handbook is designed to help you 

become familiar with our school policies, procedures, and 

expectations. In order for us to create the best learning 

environment and learning opportunities, please take some 

time to read each section and become familiar with our 

expectations. 

  

Parental involvement in schools helps to increase your 

child’s overall success; therefore, we encourage and 

support your active involvementt when called for. 

 

Prior to coming to this wonderful school, I have had many opportunities to enhance my 

mind and thoughts about teaching and learning in a broad range of cultures globally; 

from my early days in Australia, to England, followed by Egypt, Tanzania and the UAE. 

Then onto Asia as a Principal in South Korea, China, the Maldives, Pakistan, Malaysia 

and finally Kazakhstan, each school bringing its own set of values and educational 

needs. Each of these countries offered different experiences which have enhanced my 

development as a lifelong learner and creative problem solver.  

 

We at ISSR want to educate our students in the value of lifelong learning and holistic 

education to maintain a sustainable future for next generation. 

 

 

David C Key.  
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2. Our Academic Staff:  

 

  

Maov
Stamp
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ISSR Primary Campus  

 

 

3. Mission Statement 
 

It is the aim of the International School 

of Siem Reap (ISSR) to prepare our 

students to become responsible world 

citizens who embrace a commitment 

to life-long learning. Also, to apply 

learning to their own self-improvement 

and the benefit of local and global 

communities.  

We believe that it is vital for ISSR’s 

students to learn to live alongside and 

to respect those from other countries 

and cultures. We expect our students 

to respect others and encourage an 

environment of care and support for each other. We also support and value the unique 

qualities, interests and talents that each student brings to our school community. We are 

proud of our diverse student body and know that as our students are taught to understand, 

respect and value those who are different, they also learn to value and respect themselves.  
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4. Background 

 

ISSR Primary School was 

established in August 2007 in 

central Siem Reap with the 

Secondary School added in 

2011. We provide a quality 

educational programme that is 

fully in line with the British 

National Curriculum, taught by 

professionally trained teachers, 

to our students from Nursery 

through to Year 6. ISSR’s class teachers are fully qualified, with either a first degree in 

Education or in a related professional discipline and additional education qualifications. All 

our teachers are fluent English speakers. Our school is equipped with modern facilities for 

both students and staff, of which our computing 

suite and 25m swimming pool are but two. We also 

have separate EYFS (Early Years Foundation 

Stage) amenities and an EYFS playground 

equipped with facilities to encourage the 

development of their fine and gross motor skills. 

ISSR’s students represent over 15 nationalities. 

We believe that the diversity of our student body is 

one of its greatest strengths, supporting the school’s 

mission to prepare its students to be responsible and 

informed world citizens.  

 

5. The School Year 

 

The school year has three terms. All 

students are assessed three times per 

year so that the progress of our students 

can be continually monitored. All 

students receive formal reports in 

December and June, and parents also 

have the opportunity to meet with their 

child’s teacher to discuss their progress 

at this time. Enrolments are accepted 

throughout the year as long as there is 

available space in the required year 

group.  
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6. Class Sizes 

 

The school aims for an average maximum class size 
from Nursery to Year 6 of 26 students. 

Usually, each class will have the following teachers and 
assistants: 

Nursery : 1 teacher and 4 TA's 

Reception 1 :  1 teacher and 3 TA's 

Reception 2 : 1 teacher and 2 TA's 

Year 1 -6 : 1 teacher and 1 TA 

Should the school receive more applications for a class which is at full capacity, one or more 
of the following actions will take place. 

a. The school will begin the process of sourcing a new teacher 

b. An expatriate Teacher’s Assistant will be assigned to that class 

c. The child/children will be put on a Waiting List for that particular class, providing the 
registration fee is paid. 

Priority will be given to children whose siblings are already enrolled at ISSR. 

7. Attendance 

 

Children are expected to attend ISSR for the entirety of the school year 

(August—June, excluding holidays). This is to ensure they will make good 

progress in their education throughout their time at the school. The school 

calendar is available at the back of this handbook, on our website 

www.issr.edu.kh or from the school office. Should any unforeseen calendar 

changes occur, parents will be informed by email, Class Dojo, Telegram, 

letter or via the school’s website.  

8. The School Day 

 

The school day for Primary students begins at 7:55am with the first bell. Students can arrive 

at school from 7:30am. Any student arriving before this time, must wait at the waiting area 

until collected by a TA. Students in Year 1 to Year 6 line up before going to class with their 

teacher. Nursery to Reception 2 children go directly into their classrooms when they arrive. 

Monthly, we hold a “Star of the Month Assembly” led by a different class each gathering. 

Bi-weekly, students from Years 1-6 come together for an assembly. This is led by a member 

of SLT (Senior Leadership Team) and is related to the personal, social or health development 

of the students. EYFS Star of the Month Assembly is also held monthly and is an opportunity 

for EYFS students to come together and celebrate what they have been learning. Students 

are given two breaks during the day; a 20 minute snack break in the morning and a 45 minute 

lunchtime break.  School finishes at 3pm for all full-day classes, while Nursery and Reception 

1 finish at 11:30am. Our Khmer students will finish at 4:30pm. For those students who 

participate in after school sport, cultural clubs, Khmer optional dance and music lessons, 

school finishes at 5:00pm.  
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9. British School Curriculum  

 

ISSR Primary School follows the 

acclaimed British National Curriculum. 

This ensures the social and intellectual 

development of each individual 

student so that by the end of their time 

with us they will have been educated 

to an internationally recognised standard, preparing them for further study at ISSR 

Secondary School; another internationally recognised school or in another country. Our 

teaching activities support a wide range of individual learning styles, while building the basis 

for a deep academic understanding of life’s principles in a wide range of subjects.   

Subjects are taught in English (with the exception of language classes). The subjects taught 

are: English, Maths, Science, Topic (History / Geography), Design & Technology, Art & 

Crafts, Modern Foreign Language (Chinese or French), Music, PSHE (Personal, Social and 

Health Education), PE (Physical Education) and Computing. A bilingual English-Khmer 

programme is available for Khmer students who wish to complete their schooling in both 

languages and curricula. 

10. Extra-Curricular Activities 

 

In addition to the established school curriculum, ISSR 

offers a variety of different activities and clubs through our 

after school programme. These may include cooking, 

dance, martial arts, computing, school band, multi-sports 

training, music lessons, drama and visual arts, with more 

subjects being added throughout the year. There is no 

charge for clubs unless they are by external providers. 

11. English Language Support (ELS)  

 

This is compulsory for students who require additional 

support with English in order to fully access the 

Curriculum at their year group level. Students attend ELS 

classes until they meet the expected speaking, listening, 

reading and writing standards for their age. Placement in 

ELS classes will usually be decided at the time of 

enrolment and will incur an additional fee for the first 

academic year. However, the class teacher may decide to 

place a student in the ELS programme at anytime during 

the year.  Information regarding our ELS programme can be obtained from our school office. 
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12.   School Rules and Policies 

 

All parents are requested to make themselves aware of the school policies 

that apply to the day-to-day life of their child. These school policies cover all 

aspects of educational provision at ISSR as well as broader managerial 

issues. They inform and protect all members of our school community. Policies 

can be viewed at the school office at any time. The main school policies 

directly affecting parents and children are outlined below. 

13. Queries 

 

For routine matters relating to a child’s academic 

progress and classroom activity, please bring to the 

attention of the classroom teacher. Parents are 

asked to make an appointment with the office for 

outside of class time.  Should you have any further 

questions or concerns after meeting with your 

child’s teacher, you may make an appointment with 

the office to speak with the school Principal. 

Parents are not permitted to enter classrooms for 

this or other purposes without prior appointment with the class teacher, or without being 

accompanied by a member of the administration or teaching staff. 

For all other questions not specifically of an academic nature, please make an appointment 

to speak to our administration team or the Principal.  

14. Attendance & Punctuality 

 

Good attendance is of prime importance for the 

educational development of all students. A student 

should never be absent unless absolutely 

necessary. Missed learning, discussion and group 

interaction can never be fully recaptured. 

It is deemed disrespectful and disruptive to class 

activities when children arrive late to class. In 

order to promote and maintain good punctuality 

throughout the school, the punctuality cup is given 

to the class that is most punctual each week. 

A pattern of continual lateness will necessitate a 

conference with parents, and can also lead to a student’s removal from the school. 

15. Absences 

 

When a student is absent from school, the parent /carer must notify the school by telephone 

prior to 7:50am. If possible, inform the school of the expected duration of the absence. To 

report an absence, please call the office on:  012 87 87 82 or 081 87 87 82  
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16. Authorised and Unauthorised Absence 

 

There is a difference between authorised and unauthorised absences. Absences for the 

following reasons will be considered authorised: 

▪ Illness; 

▪ Family emergencies;  

▪ Religious  observances 

If notification is not provided, such absences will be considered unauthorised.  

A pattern of unauthorised absences will necessitate a conference with parents, and can also 

lead to a student’s removal from the school. 

For planned absences, we strongly request that parents plan vacations to coincide with 

school holidays. We request advance notification of vacations and other planned absences 

that are to occur during term time. 

For students where a prolonged absence from school is anticipated, parents are invited to 

make an appointment with their child’s teacher to discuss how academic support can best 

be provided during this period of time. Please note, teachers are under no obligation to 

provide work for a student’s absence during term time. 

17. Duty of Care 

 

Provision of care on the part of ISSR is 

dependent on all relevant information being 

available to the school and that this 

information is correct and up to date.   

Please ensure that: 

- Contact details are up-to-date 
- Parents/Carers absences or unavailability 
are always  known 
-  Medical conditions are known 
-  Vaccination information is kept  up-to-date 
-  Treatments are known and given or prescribed 
At all times, the school will exercise its responsibility to ensure the care and safety of students 

based on the information at hand. When unforeseen events occur, such information will 

assist in the proper implementation of any relevant emergency policy. 

As part of our commitment to the care of students, ISSR ensures that there are members of 

staff with up to date First-Aid certification on site at all times and that the whole team is aware 

of emergency procedures.  
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18. Child Protection 

 

As part of our child protection policy, ISSR has 

strict rules regarding the conduct of visitors to 

the school. Members of staff wear an identity 

badge at all times during the school day. 

Any adult who is not a member of staff, must 

wear a visitor or collection badge whenever 

they are on the school premises. This includes 

parents who are at school  to drop off/pick up 

their children or to deliver lunch.  

19. Homework 

 

At ISSR, homework is given three times a week. 

homework has many functions and benefits, including: 

- reinforcement of what  has been taught ;  

- extension of  what has been taught;  

 

- links the school and home; 

- provides an opportunity for parents to become involved with the school work of their 
children.  

Homework is recorded by the students in their homework book and is evaluated in a timely 

fashion. It is never used as a form of punishment. 

 
 

Recommended Average Amount of homework:   

Years 1 – 4: 15 – 30 minutes  / 3 times/week 

Years 5 - 6:   30 – 45 minutes  / 3 times/week 

20. Enrolment & Registration  

 

Enrolment: All new children admitted to 

ISSR are required to pay the full enrolment 

and registration fees according to each Key 

Stage of the school programme. Fees for 

the first quarter are due in August on 

commencement of the academic school 

year and then quarterly thereafter.  

Enrolment fees are non-refundable and are 

to be paid in full before the school term starts. Students admitted during the school year will 
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be required to arrange payment of fees before commencement of schooling. A full quarter 

payment is required, irrespective of when in the quarter a student starts. 

Books, classroom supplies and minor miscellaneous resources or expenses: This is a 

separate charge to cover each student’s general usage of exercise books, art materials, 

classroom stationery, cooking classes, science equipment and related materials for other 

studies throughout the school year. This fee is non- refundable and must be paid in full before 

the programme starts. 

Certificates of Attendance: These can be provided to parents who require certification for a 

foreign national administration with regard to their children e.g. clarification of the curriculum 

followed at ISSR, key dates of their child’s enrolment or other related academic information. 

Please contact the school office regarding these. 

Insurance: All students and staff at ISSR are covered by a group accident insurance policy 

for injury in the school grounds and during school excursions. This insurance does not cover 

illness while attending ISSR). There is no additional charge to parents for this cover which 

becomes active once initial fees have been paid.  

21. Uniforms 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 
Foundation Stage and Key stage 1  

Red Polo Shirt 
Keystage 2 

Light Blue Polo Shirt 

PE-Uniform 
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It is compulsory for all children to wear the school uniform while attending school. Our school 

uniform is categorised by colour according to the Key Stage of the school Curriculum. On the 

days when they have PE classes, students are required to wear their yellow school PE shirt. 

The school uniform can be purchased from the school office. 

Parents should be aware that flip-flops are not allowed to be worn on the school campus . 

Closed fitting shoes are required for all children.  

This is for the safety of children during snack and lunchtime. Students are allowed to keep a 

pair of flip-flops in school strictly for walking in the bathroom area during class time.  Each 

child should arrive at school dressed cleanly and neatly. Students require suitable shorts and 

sports footwear  for PE.  

Children must be given a named water bottle, named snack box and named lunch box (if 

applicable). All children attending Nursery and Reception classes require an extra set of 

clothes, in case they need to change clothes after a shower or after playing outdoors. 

22. After-School Arrangements 

 

All children are to be collected from outside of the primary school building after school finishes 

and after any after school clubs. An ID badge will be required for collection.  

Parents are responsible for collecting their child promptly between 3:00pm and 3:15pm. The 

school will not be held responsible for children who are left behind after 3:30pm unless 

special arrangements have been made with the school administration. For afternoon Khmer 

School, pick up time is between 4:30pm or 5:00pm if your child is studying Khmer dance and 

music. Late pick-up arrangements must be requested by lunchtime and will incur a daily cost 

to parents that will be billed to their quarterly invoices to cover the provision of supervisory 

staff. Alternatively, use can be made of the school bus collection service in place of the 

regular family pick-up.  

For late collection without prior arrangement, a fee will be incurred by the parents concerned.   

Children who attend extra-curricular classes must be collected promptly when these are 

finished. Similar costs to those above will be incurred in the event of late collection. 

23. Illness & Medication 

 

If a student becomes unwell during the school day, the school will contact the parents 

concerned and the child will be taken home by school personnel if parents are not available 

to arrange for a pick-up themselves. This will incur a cost to parents.  

If a child has a case of vomiting, fever or diarrhoea, they must be kept at home until they 

have recovered. If the school suspects one of these cases,  a parent will be called to collect 

their child from school.  

For children with an ailment that does not otherwise prevent their presence in school, ISSR 

cannot take responsibility for administering medicine. However, an arrangement can be 

discussed on a case-by-case basis. 
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Parents are responsible for updating their child’s vaccinations each year and should inform 

the school administration whenever there is a change of status regarding such vaccinations. 

A record of all medication taken at ISSR is kept in the school office. 

24. Healthy Eating 

 

As we aim to educate the ‘whole child’ at ISSR, this 

includes their physical health. It is the school’s policy 

that only healthy food is allowed for snacks at school 

during break time—no soft drinks, chocolates or sweets. 

The school recommends that the practice of healthy 

eating habits should also be reinforced at home.  

25. Dental Health  

 

Parents must provide their child/children with a named toothbrush and 

toothpaste. Please ensure your child has his/her own toothpaste supply. 

This applies to all children from Reception 2 class onwards. 

26. School Property 

 

Students must keep their school equipment at school with the exception of their homework 

and reading folders which should contain a library 

book, reading log and their homework book. 

Damage to school equipment: including  IT and 

sports equipment.  

The school expects its students to take care of all 

school equipment, which they use. Thus, if a 

student willfully damages or breaks items through 

misuse we expect that the student who has 

committed the damage will compensate the school 

for this damage. In this casethe school accounts section will invoice the parent. 

27.  Cash & Valuables 

 

Children are strongly discouraged from wearing or bringing valuables, phones and other 

electronic items to school and are specifically requested not to carry money/cash exceeding 

USD5 on their person to school. The school cannot accept responsibility for the safe-keeping 

of any such items. 

Children are not permitted to carry cash for ISSR school fees. 

28. Field Trips  

 

In accordance with the school curriculum, the class teacher will take children out of the school 

grounds on educational field trips.  
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Prior to such trips, parents are asked to sign the excursion permission slip and return this to 

school promptly (excluding trips to other ISSR sites). It is foreseen that the school will carry 

the expenses incurred for fuel and transportation.  

However, on some occasions, parents may be required to pay any additional entrance or 

other fees incurred by their children prior to a class excursion being allowed to go ahead. 

Additional costs will be outlined in the excursion permission slip. On field trip days, parents 

are responsible for ensuring that their child is equipped with basic items such as a hat, sun 

cream, water bottle, shorts, uniform, snack and a lunch box. The school will be responsible 

for the children’s supervision, risk assessment and complying with local government 

regulations. 

29. Disciplinary Action 

 

At ISSR, children from various backgrounds are enrolled and attend school without prejudice. 

All children have equal rights, and equal access to school staff and resources. In return, the 

school expects respect from all parents and children, towards all school personnel including 

administration staff, teachers, teaching assistants, security guards, gardeners, drivers, 

cleaners and any other adults employed at ISSR, as well as respect for school property and 

its environment. Children must also show respect to each other at all times. Inappropriate 

behaviour in terms of actions, body language or verbal expressions will result in the school 

policy on discipline being applied (parents can view this policy at the school office). At the 

beginning of each year children will be informed of sanctions for inappropriate behaviour.   
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30. Drop Off and Pick up Procedure 

 

Parents wishing to walk their child to the 

student entrance gate may do so. Please 

do not park in front of the school entrance, 

so that traffic can flow. Parents should 

drive up to the  drop off area, allow school 

personnel to assist each child out of their 

vehicle and walk them onto campus on 

school mornings. Parents wishing to walk 

their children into school themselves, must 

park their car in the parking area, away 

from the drop off area. All parents and 

families must follow the directions of ISSR staff and be courteous and respectful at all times.  

31. School Re-Opening Arrangements & Procedures  
 

Access to primary 
school  

 

● As advised by the authorities, all students and staff will follow 

the safe entry protocol when entering school premises.  

● Please take the temperature of your child/ren each morning 

prior to coming to school. If any member of your family is 

experiencing, or showing signs, or symptoms, such as a runny 

nose, dry cough or a fever above 37.5C, please keep your 

child/ren at home until everyone in the household is symptom-

free.  

● All students will have their temperature taken, and will be 

required to use hand sanitiser, on entry to the premises.  

● Separate routes will be used as regular entry and exit points to 

maintain spacing in staircases. 

 

Masks or Face 
Shields 

 

● Students and staff recommend to wear a mask or face shield.  

● Students are required to bring and wear their own masks, 

including a spare mask.  

 

Temperature 
taking 

 

● As well as having their temperature taken on entry to the school, 

students, and all members of staff, will have their temperatures 

re-taken at least once before lunchtime.  

● Should your child/ren show any symptoms of ill health, they will 
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be admitted to our designated quarantine room. 

Parents/guardians will be notified immediately and required to 

arrange the collection of their child/ren as quickly as possible.   

Classrooms  

● Students will practise safety measures in classrooms, with 

dedicated seating and minimal movement.  

● As normal, students will be required to bring a water bottle, 

snack, clean toothbrush and toothpaste, and a change of 

clothes (Early Years only).  

 

Food services  

● Lunches and breaks will be supervised to make sure health and 

safety arrangements are fully adhered to.  
 

● Seating areas for eating and ‘quiet’ time during playtimes will 

take into account social distancing guidelines (e.g. arranging 

seats so that students cannot be too close to each other)  

● Dining tables are cleaned and disinfected after every service. 

● Public touch points such as hand washing sinks, water fountains 

and bins are cleaned and disinfected regularly. 

● Students will return to their designated ‘seating area’ on return 

from breaks, as opposed to lining up, and wait for their teacher 

to give permission to return to class. 

● Notices for maintaining social distancing and practising good 

hygiene, along with high levels of adult supervision, will support 

students in following these arrangements.   

● Parents/guardians will not be permitted to wait during their 

child/ren’s lunchtime. If parents are dropping off lunch for their 

child/ren, lunch can be dropped off at designated tables at the 

entrance of the school, before parents depart.  

 

General hygiene  

• Posters are displayed around the school with hand washing and 

mask wearing instructions.  

• Students wash hands at regular intervals through the day 

(washing hands with running water, using hand sanitizer, and 

drying hands with a disposable paper towel). 

• Enhanced cleaning and disinfecting of all classrooms and 

toilets. 

• Regular additional cleaning of all frequent touch points (for 
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example, handrails, door handles, etc.)  

• Hand sanitiser provided on all floor levels, in all classrooms, 

offices and other common activities areas; refills available from 

the Admin Officers. 

 

This procedure will be updated based on the latest government's guidelines. 

 

Conclusion 

This booklet is intended to give only basic information to parents about ISSR. All other 

queries regarding e.g. bus collection, school lunches, annual and quarterly fee payment 

arrangements or any other information can be obtained by arranging a meeting with the 

administration or by checking on the ISSR website: www.issr.edu.kh 

32. Activities of the Year: 

Welcome His Excellency Hang Chuon Naron  

ISSR was absolutely delighted and honoured to welcome His Excellency Hang Chuon Naron 

(Minister of Education, Youth and Sport), and his aides, to our primary school campus today 

(13th October 2020). Chaperoned by our directors, principles of the school, and heads of 

administration, His Excellency Hang Chuon Naron toured the grounds and classrooms of our 

school. We would like to thank His Excellency Hang Chuon Naron for taking the time to visit 

ISSR, and for allowing us the opportunity to showcase our school.  

 

http://www.issr.edu.kh/
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New Playground Area 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Donations 

 

 

 

 

 

 

There are exciting developments   happening at the Primary school campus this month! Next year, our 

youngest learners will have access to a brand new, purpose built outdoor play space. This will include 

shady reading areas, swings, sandpits, covered activity areas and a mini bike track. We cannot wait to 

see the finished results!  
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Star of the month 

 

Halloween 
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Christmas  

 

Sports Day 
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House morning 
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Health and Safety 

 

 

 

School Concert 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

School Fair  

 

  

  

Fire Safety Training 
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1 

I. ចំណាប់អារម្មណ៍របស់លោកស្សីនាយកិាសាោ  អ ិនល ីលណសិនណល 
    សគូល អហ្វ លសៀម្រាប សស្ាប់ឆ្ន សិំកា ២០២២-២០២៣ 

 

 

សូម្ជស្ាបសួរ និងសូម្សាវ គម្ន៍លោក-លោកស្សី ជាាតា បិតា ឬ អនកអាណាព្យាបាល  ស្ព្យម្ទងំសិសា 
ន សិសសទងំអស់គ្នន ដែលបានអល ជ្ ីញម្កែល់សាោអ ិនល ីលណសិនណល សគូល អហ្វ លសៀម្រាប(ISSR)  កន ងឆ្ន សំិកា
ថ្មី(២០២២-២០២៣) លនេះ ។  
 

លយងីខ្ ំពិ្យតជាានលសចកតីលសាម្នសសរកីរាយខ្ល ងំណាស់ដែលសិសាន សិសសទងំអស់ានឱកាសបានចូល
លរៀនលោយផ្ទា ល់ជាម្ួយលោកស្គូ អនកស្គូែូចសាា នភាព្យលែីម្ល ងីវញិ លទេះបីជាការរាតតាតននជំងឺកូវែី១៩លៅដតបនត
ានតិចតួចក៏លោយ។  ជួសម្ ខឲ្យគណៈស្គប់ស្គង ប គគលិករែឋបាល លោកស្គូ អនកស្គ ូនិងប គគលិកទងំអស់ លយងីខ្ ំសូម្
សាវ គម្ន៍យ៉ា ងកក់លតត ែល់លោក លោកស្ស ីដែលជាាតា បិតា  និងកូនៗសិសាន សិសសចំល េះការវលិស្ត ប់ចូលលរៀន
លៅសាោ ISSR វញិ។ 

 

កន ងអំ  ងលព្យលដែលានការរាតតាតននជំងឺកូវែីលនេះ ពួ្យកលយងីបានលរៀបចំជួសជ ល និងដកលម្អរលសាភ័ណឌ ភាព្យ
សាោទងំពី្យរសាខ្ លោយដននកម្ យម្សិកាបានបំ ក់សាា រឧបលទាស សាា រពិ្យលសា ន៍ ដកលម្អរបនាប់លរៀន ព្យស្ងីក         
បណាា ល័យ និងបានលលីកែំបូលសំយ៉ា បខ្ងលស្តឲ្យកាន់ដតខពស់លែីម្បកីារ រកំលៅស្ព្យេះអាទិតយ និងទឹកលភលៀង។  
ចំដណកដននកបឋម្សិកាវញិ លយងីខ្ ំបានទិញែីបដនាម្លែីម្បពី្យស្ងីកទីធ្លល សាោឲ្យកាន់ដតទូោយ និងកសាងកដនលង 
លលងសស្ាប់ក ារតូចៗ។ ចំល េះកម្មវ ីិលខម្រភាសាបានលរៀបចំបំ ក់ក ំព្យយូទ័រភាជ ប់ជាមួ្យក ច្ក់ទសសន៍ ឬា៉ា ស ីន
បញ្ច ងំសាល យ និងបំប៉ានជំនាញឌីជីថ្លែល់លោកស្គូ អនកស្គូលែីម្បបីលស្ងៀនឲ្យកាន់ដតានស្បសិទធភាព្យខពស់។  

 

គ ណភាព្យបណត េះបណាត លរបស់វទិាល័យISSRស្តូវបានទទួលសាគ ល់លោយគណៈកាម ការវាយតនម្លការស្ប ង
ពី្យចស្កភព្យអង់លគលស (Cambridge Assessment International Examinations) ដែលជានាយកោឋ នរបស់សាកលវទិា
ល័យ Cambridge  ដែលានសាោជាង ១០,០០០ និងសិសាន សសិសសជិតមួ្យោននាក់កំព្យ ងសិកា គ ណភាព្យ
អប់រលំៅទីលនេះទទួលយកបានលោយសាកលវទិាល័យនានាជ ំវញិពិ្យភព្យលោក។ 

 

ជាថ្មីម្តងលទៀតលយងីខ្ ំពិ្យតានលាទនភាព្យខ្ល ងំណាស់ ដែលសាោអ ិនល ីលណសិនណល សគូល អហ្វ លសៀម្រាប 
ជាស្គឹេះសាា នសិកាដតមួ្យគត់លៅកន ងលខតតលសៀម្រាប ដែលអាចបណត េះបណាត លកូនៗរបស់លោក លោកស្សីបានទងំ២
កម្មវ ីិសិកា(ដននកលខម្រភាសា និងដននកអនតរជាតិ)ស្បកបលោយគ ណភាព្យ និងអាចបនតសិកាលៅសាកលវទិាល័យ  ទងំ
កន ង និងលស្តស្បលទសបាន។ លែីម្បជួីយសស្មួ្លែល់សិសាន សិសសដែលបានប ច្ ប់ថ្នន ក់វទិាល័យនិងានបំណងចង់
បនតការសិកាម្ហាវទិាល័យ លស្តស្បលទស សាោក៏ានភាន ក់ងារស្បឹកាអប់រ ំQualified Education Agent Counsellor  
ដែលទទួលបានសិទធិកន ងការលរៀបចំឯកសារ និងទិោឋ ការសស្ាប់ប ជ្ូ នសិសសឲ្យចូលលរៀនលៅសាកលវទិាល័យកន ង
ស្បលទសអូស្រ្សាត លី។  

 

លសៀវលៅកស្ម្ងព័្យត៌ានអប់រលំនេះបានរចនាល ងីលែីម្បជូីនលោក លោកស្សីបានែឹងពី្យស្បតិបតតិការរបស់សាោ 
និងជាឯកសារលយងែ៏ានតនម្ល ទក់ទងនឹងសកម្មភាព្យ និងនីតិវ ីិដែលសាោបានអន វតត។ 

 

លយងីខ្ ំសូម្ដថ្លងអំណរអរគ ណយ៉ា ងស្ជាលលស្ៅបំន តចំល េះការគ្នសំ្ទ និងនតល់នូវទំន កចិតតលលីការបណត េះ         
បណាត លរបស់សាោអ ិនល ីលណសិនណល សគូល អហ្វ លសៀម្រាប(ISSR) តាងំពី្យលែីម្លរៀងម្ក។ 

សូម្អរគ ណ!!      លសៀម្រាប នថ្ៃទី១៥ ដខសីហា ឆ្ន ២ំ០២២ 

   នាយកិាសាោISSR 

លោកស្សី ឈុន ផល្លនិ 
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II. សាវតារបស់សាោ អ ិនល ីលណសិនណល សគូល អហ្វ លសៀម្រាប ដននកលខម្រភាសា 

ចាប់ព្យីឆ្ន ១ំ៩៩៧ រហូ្តែល់បចច បបនន ស្បព្យ័នធអប់រចំំលណេះទូលៅលៅស្ព្យេះរាជាណាចស្កកម្ព ជាស្តូវបាន
កំណត់រយៈលព្យលននការសិកាានចំនួន១២ឆ្ន  ំ កន ងលនាេះានកស្មិ្តបឋម្សិកាចំនួន៦ឆ្ន មំ្ យម្     
សិកាបឋម្ភូម្ិចំនួន៣ឆ្ន  ំនិងម្ យម្សិកាទ តិយភូម្ចិំនួន៣ឆ្ន  ំ។ 

សាោISSR គឺជាស្គឹេះសាា នសិកាចលំណេះទូលៅឯកជន ដែលានការទទួលសាគ ល់លោយស្កសួង
អប់រ ំយ វជន និងកីឡា តាម្ស្បកាសលលខ២២២១ អយក.ស្បក នងិ២២២២ អយក.ស្បក ច េះនថ្ៃទី០៨ ដខ
ម្ិថ្ នា ឆ្ន ២ំ០១៥ អន ញ្ា តឱយលបីកការបណត ៈបណាត លថ្នន ក់ចំលណេះទូលៅជាភាសាដខមរ និងថ្នន ក់ចំលណេះ
ទូលៅភាសាអង់លគលស ។ 
 

សិសាន សិសសដែលលរៀនកម្មវ ិីចំលណេះទូលៅដននកលខម្រភាសានងឹទទួលបានការបណត េះបណាត លលលី
កម្មវ ិីសិកាចំលណេះទូលៅភាសាដខមរ ស្សបតាម្កម្មវ ិីរបស់ស្កសួងអប់រ ំ   យ វជន និងកីឡា ននស្ព្យេះរាជាណា
ចស្កកម្ព ជា នងិកម្មវ ិីសិកាភាសាអង់លគលស តាម្កម្មវ ិីរបស់ Cambridge ននចស្កភព្យអង់លគលស ។  លស្កាយ
លព្យលប ច្បក់ារសិកា សិសសនឹងទទលួបាននូវសញ្ា បស្តទទលួសាគ ល់ព្យីសាា ប័ន Cambridge ននចស្កភព្យ
អង់លគលស និងព្យីស្កសួងអប់រ ំយ វជន នងិកីឡាននស្ព្យេះរាជាណាចស្កកម្ព ជា ដែលសញ្ា បស្តទងំព្យីរលនេះអាចលស្បី
ស្បាសប់ានជានលូវការទងំកន ង និងលស្តស្បលទស។ 
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III. លគ្នលលៅអប់រជំាតិ 

ការអប់រលំៅស្បលទសកម្ព ជា  ានលគ្នលលៅកសាងម្ន សសលព្យញលលញ  រកីចលស្ម្ីនលូតោស់ស្គប់
ដននកស្ព្យម្ៗគ្នន  លោយានត លយភាព្យរវាងស្បាជ្ា  សាម រតី  សល ច្ តនា  និងរូបកាយ។  លគ្នលលៅលនេះ ធ្លនាក
សាងនូវព្យលរែឋនថ្លថ្នូរ   ានចំលណេះែឹង បំននិ  ព្យិលសា ន៍  សីល ម្៌  អ ាស្ស័យ  សហ្ការ  សាម្គគភីាព្យ  
ឯកភាព្យជាត ិ ម្នសិការជាតិ  ស្សោញ់យ តតិ ម្៌  លគ្នរព្យចាប់  សិទធិម្ន សស  យល់ែឹងដថ្រកាការ រប
រសិាា ន លចេះនសព្យវនាយ  និងលលីកកម្ពស់តនម្លវបប ម្៌  អរយិ ម្៌ជាតិ  ានាច ស់ការ ទំន កចិតតលលីខលួនឯង  
លចេះលោេះស្សាយបញ្ា កន ងជវីភាព្យរស់លៅ  លចេះនចនស្បឌិត  លចេះល វីព្យលិកម្ម  ានសាម រតីទទួលខ សស្តូវខពស់ 
ានសម្តាភាព្យកសាងស ខ ាលភាព្យស្គួសារ លហ្យីអាចចូលរមួ្យ៉ា ងសកម្មកន ងការងារបស្ងួបបស្ងួម្ជាត ិ
សាា រ និងអភវិឌឍាត ភូម្ិជាទីលសនហាលោយដនអកលលីសាម រតីស្បជា ិបលតយយលសរពី្យហ្ បកស ។  កន ងន័យលនេះ
សាោISSR នឹងខិតខំអប់រកំសាង នធ្លនសិសាន សិសសឲ្យានសម្បទស្គប់ស្គ្នន់ និងស្សបតាម្
ឧបនិសសយ័ លែីម្បីធ្លនានូវការកសាងជួរបញ្ា វនតជំនាញៗ  កន ងការស្គប់ស្គងែឹកនា ំ កន ងការស្សាវស្ជាវ
វទិាសាស្រ្សតសស្ាប់អភិវឌឍស្ព្យេះរាជាណាចស្កកម្ព ជាលស្កាម្បាវចនា  ជាតិ  សាសនា  ស្ព្យេះម្ហាកសស្ត 
នាលព្យលខ្ងម្ ខឲ្យបានកាន់ដតស្បលសីរល ងី ។ 
 
IV. ចកខ វស័ិយ និងលបសកកម្មអប់រ ំ

 
ចកខ វស័ិយ៖ នតល់លសវាអប់រចំំលណេះទូលៅសស្ាប់

សិសាន សិសសកស្ម្ិតជាតិ និងអនតរជាតិ។  
លបសកកម្ម៖ កសាង នធ្លនសិសាន សិសសឲ្យកាល យ

ជាម្ន សសសកលតាម្រយៈការនតល់ចំលណេះែឹង បំននិ ជំនាញ នងិឥរយិបថ្សស្ាប់បនតការសិកាលៅថ្នន ក់
ឧតតម្សិកា អាចរកការងារ រស់លៅស្បកបលោយលសចកតីស ខ និងរកីចលស្ម្ីនកន ងសងគម្ជាតិ។ 

 
លែីម្បសីលស្ម្ចឱយបាននូវលគ្នលលៅលនេះ សាោបានលរៀបចំកាលវភិាគសិកាព្យិលសសលោយរមួ្

ប ច្ូ លគ្នន រវាងកម្មវ ិីសិកាចំលណេះទូលៅភាសាដខមរ និងកម្មវ ិសិីកាចំលណេះទូលៅCambridge កន ងឆ្ន ំ
សិកាដតម្ួយលែីម្បឲី្យសិសសនឹងទទួលចំលណេះែឹងទូលៅទូលំទូោយ ។ 
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V.  គ ណវឌឍសិ្គូបលស្ងៀនដននកលខម្រភាសា  

 

ក. នធ្លនគណៈស្គប់ស្គង  
ស្តូវបានលស្ជីសលរសីព្យីប គគលិកដែលានស្កបខ័ណឌ រែឋ ានគរ លកាសលយ ានបទព្យិលសា ន៍បលស្ងៀន 

និងស្គប់ស្គងលៅតាម្ស្គឹេះសាា នរែឋចាប់ព្យី៥ឆ្ន លំ ងីលៅ ។ 
 

  

 
 

 

លោក សាន ស ភាព្យ ជានាយកស្បតិបតតិដននក
លខម្រភាសាជាស្គូបលស្ងៀនកស្ម្ិតឧតតម្ ានកស្ម្ិត
វបប ម្៌បរញិ្ា បស្តជាន់ខពស់ ានបទព្យិលសា ន៍
ការងារកន ងការបលស្ងៀន និងជាអនកស្គប់ស្គងាន   
រយៈលព្យល២០ ឆ្ន  ំកន ងសាា ប័នរែឋ និងឯកជន។ 

លោក អួង គមឹ្លសឿង ជាអនកស្គប់ស្គងគលស្ាងដននក
លខម្រភាសា ជាស្គូបលស្ងៀនកស្ម្ិតឧតតម្ កស្ម្ិតវបប ម្៌
បរញិ្ា បស្តជាន់ខពស់ បទព្យិលសា ន៍ការងារ កន ងការ
បលស្ងៀន និងជាអនកស្គប់ស្គងានរយៈលព្យល២០ ឆ្ន  ំ
កន ងសាា ប័នរែឋ និងឯកជន ។ 

 
 
ខ. ប គគលិកបលស្ងៀនដននកលខម្រៈភាសា កស្ម្ិតឋម្សិកា  
 

 
 
 

 

 
អនកស្គូ ស  ៊ុំ សាលវឿន 

ជាស្គូបលស្ងៀនថ្នន កទ់ី ១ ានបទព្យិលសា ន៍កាងាររយៈ 
លព្យល១៦ឆ្ន  ំកស្ម្តិវបប ម្៌ បរញិ្ា បស្តអកសរសាស្រ្សតដខមរ 

អនកស្គូ អ  យ ណារនិ 
ជាស្គូបលស្ងៀនថ្នន កទ់ី២  ានបទព្យិលសា ន៍កាងាររយៈលព្យល១២ឆ្ន  ំ
កស្ម្តិវបប ម្៌ ម្ យម្សិកាទ តិយភូម្ិបរញិ្ា បស្តអកសរសាស្រ្សតដខមរ 
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អនកស្គូ នារ ីនល ជាស្គូបលស្ងៀន ថ្នន ក់ទី៣ 
ានបទព្យិលសា នក៍ាងាររយៈលព្យល ៦ឆ្ន  ំ

ានកស្ម្ិតវបប ម្ ៌បរញិ្ា បស្តបរញិ្ា បស្តអកសរសាស្រ្សតដខមរ  

 
 
 

 
 

អនកស្គូ ជា សាងឹម្ ជាស្គូបលស្ងៀន ថ្នន ក់ទី៤ 
កស្ម្តិឧតតម្ ានបទព្យលិសា ន៍កាងាររយៈលព្យល ១២ឆ្ន  ំ 
កស្ម្តិវបប ម្៌ បរញិ្ា បស្តជាន់ខពស់ ឯកលទសស្បវតតិទា 

 

  

 
អនកស្គូ ធ្លន  នួ ជាស្គូបលស្ងៀន ថ្នន ក់ទី៥ក  
ានបទព្យិលសា នក៍ាងាររយៈលព្យល២៣ឆ្ន  ំ 
កស្ម្តិវបប ម្៌ ម្ យម្សិកាទ តិយភូម្ិ 

 
អនកស្គូ លសៀប  ចនធូ ជាស្គបូលស្ងៀនថ្នន ក់ទី ៦ ានបទព្យិលសា ន៍ រយៈ

លព្យល១៣ឆ្ន  ំកស្ម្តិវបប ម្៌បរញិ្ា បស្តអកសរសាស្រ្សតដខមរ 

  
លោកស្គ ូរែឋ ប  នថ្ន ជាស្គូបលស្ងៀនដននកអប់រកំាយ នងិកីឡា 
ានបទព្យិលសា នជ៍ាង៣៣ឆ្ន  ំនិងជាអតីត នាយកសាោ

បឋម្សិកាវតតចក 

អនកស្គូ ន ន ស្សីនាង ជាស្គូបលស្ងៀនដននករបា ំ
ានបទព្យិលសា នក៍ារងាររយៈលព្យល១១ឆ្ន  ំ

 

 
 

លោកស្គូ សន គឹម្សួ  ជាស្គបូលស្ងៀនដននកតស្រ្នតបី រាណដខមរ 
ានបទព្យិលសា នក៍ារងាររយៈលព្យល១៣ឆ្ន  ំ

លោកស្គូ នល ស លកង  ជាស្គបូលស្ងៀនដននករបាបំ រាណដខមរ  
ានបទព្យិលសា នក៍ារងាររយៈលព្យល ១២ឆ្ន  ំ
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គ.  នធ្លនស្គបូលស្ងៀនដននកលខម្រភាសា កស្ម្ិតម្ យម្សិកា  
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VI. ការបលស្ងៀន និងលរៀនដននកលខម្រភាសា 
 

១. លា៉ា ងសិកាៈ 
ចាប់ពី្យលា៉ា ង៨:00 ែល់លា៉ា ង១៧:00 (នថ្ៃចនា ែល់ស ស្ក) និងស្ពឹ្យកនថ្ៃលៅរ ៍។ 
២. កម្មវ ីិសិកាៈ  
- ភាសាដខមរ ៖ លរៀនអាន សរលសរ លរៀន កយ លម្សូស្ត កំណាព្យយ សរលសរតាម្អាន លវយាករណ៍ ដតងលសចកត ី
- គណិតវទិា ៖ នព្យវនត ពិ្យជគណិត និង រណីាស្ត 
- វទិាសាស្រ្សត ៖ រូបវទិា គីមី្វទិា ជីវវទិា ដននែី និងបរសិាា នវទិា 
- វទិាសាស្រ្សតសងគម្ ៖ ភូមិ្វទិា ស្បវតតិវទិា សីល ម៌្ព្យលរែឋវជិាជ  គំនូរ លគហ្វទិា និងសិលបៈ 
- អប់រកំាយ កីឡា សិលបៈ បំណិនជីវតិ៖ ហាត់ស្បាណ អតតព្យលកម្ម កីឡា និងសិលបៈ 
- ចំននួលា៉ា ងសិកា ៖ ដនអកតាម្លា៉ា ងសិកានីមួ្យៗននលម្លរៀនកន ងលសៀវលៅលគ្នលរបស់ស្កសួងអប់រ ំលោយតស្មូ្វឱយសិសស 

                លរៀនបានស្គប់លម្លរៀនដែលានកន ងលសៀវលៅសិកាលគ្នល។ 
៣. វ ីិសាស្រ្សតកន ងការបលស្ងៀន 

ដនអកលលីលគ្នលវ ីិសិសសម្ជឈម្ណឌ ល  និង IBL (Iquiry Based Learning) 
ស្គូជាអនកដណនាលំម្លរៀន សិសសជាអនកដសវងយល់ពី្យលម្លរៀនតាម្រយៈការស្សាវស្ជាវ  បលងកីតជាសំណួរ ដសវងរកចលម្លីយ និងអំណេះ
អំណាងលែីម្បទីញរកការសននិោឋ ន ស្គូជាអនកលលីកទឹកចិតតការងារប គគល និងការងារស្កុម្ លែីម្បលី វីការពិ្យភាកាល វបីទបងាា ញ
ដចករដំលកចំលណេះែឹង។ 
ស្ទឹសតីនាភាជ បជ់ាមួ្យនិងការអន វតតន ៍ឬការពិ្យលសា ន ៍
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

កិចចការនាេះ កិចចការស្សាវស្ជាវ៖ កិចចការនាេះ ឬកិចចការស្សាវស្ជាវ ស្តូវបានតាក់ដតងោក់ឱយសិសសល វីជាស្បចាតំាម្លម្លរៀន
ដែលបានលរៀន ដែលតស្មូ្វឱយសិសសសរលសរចូលកន ងលសៀវលៅកិចចការនាេះ និងលសៀវលៅកំណត់ស្តាស្បចានំថ្ៃលោយានច េះហ្តា
លលខ្ ពី្យសំណាក់ាតា បិតា អនកអាណាព្យាបាល និងស្គូម្ ខវជិាជ នីមួ្យៗ។ ការោក់កិចចការនាេះ និងការអានលម្លរៀនពី្យថ្នន ក់ទី១
ែល់ទី៦ ភាគលស្ចីនានរយៈលព្យលពី្យ៥នាទី ែល់១៥នាទីយ៉ា ងលស្ចីន ចំល េះសិសសយកចិតតទ កោក់កន ងការលរៀនសូស្ត ឬសាត ប់      

សកម្មភាពធ្ចើម្ហូ បរបស់សិសស ថ្នា កទី់៩ 

សកម្មភាពធ្វើពិធោ្នម៍្ខុវជិ្ជា  
រូបវទិាសិសសថ្នា កទី់១០  
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លោកស្គ-ូអនកស្គកូន ងលព្យលលរៀន។ ការោក់កិចចការនាេះគឺជាកកាត ជំរ ញឱយកូនៗលចេះសវ័យសិកា ស្សាវស្ជាវ ឬលែីម្បឲី្យានការចូលរមួ្
ពី្យសំណាក់ស្គួសារ។ 
៤. ការវាយតនម្លលទធនលការសិកាសិសស 

សិសសអាចល ងីថ្នន ក់បានល េះស្តាដតកន ងករណីជាប់ម្ យម្ភាគស្បចាឆំ្ន លំលីការសិកា មិ្នានចំននួអវតតានលស្ចីន 
ែូចបានកំណត់  និងានសីល ម៌្រស់លៅលអ ។  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

ការស្ប ងវាស់សាងស់ម្តាភាព្យសិការបស់សិសស 
 ឆ្ន សិំកាដបងដចកជាពី្យរឆាសកន ងលនាេះឆាសទី១ចាប់ពី្យដខសីហា រហូ្តែល់ដខ នូ និងឆាសទី២ចាប់ពី្យដខម្ករា រហូ្ត
ែល់ដខមិ្ថ្ នា ការវាស់សាង់សម្តាភាព្យដបងដចកជាពី្យរគឺ ស្ប ងស្បចាដំខ និងស្ប ងស្បចាឆំាស 
-ស្ប ងស្បចាដំខ៖ ជាលរៀងរាល់ច ងដខនីមួ្យៗ សិសសទងំអស់ស្តូវចូលរមួ្ស្ប ងវាស់សាង់សម្តាភាព្យលៅរាល់សបាត ហ៍្ទី៣ ឬទី៤ 
ននដខនីមួ្យៗ លលីម្ ខវជិាជ ដែលបានសិកា។ 
-ស្ប ងឆាស៖ លរៀងរាល់បួនដខម្តង សិសសស្តូវចូលរមួ្ស្ប ងវាស់សាង់សម្តាភាព្យពី្យលម្លរៀនដែលបានលរៀនកន ងកំ  ងលព្យលដែល
បានលរៀនរយៈលព្យលបួនដខរចួម្កលហ្យី។ 
-លទធនលសិកាស្បចាឆំ្ន ៖ំ ពិ្យនា ស្ប ងស្បចាដំខកន ងឆាសនីមួ្យៗ ស្តូវបានបូកប ច្ូ លគ្នន ដចកនឹងបី(បីដខ) លែីម្បរីកម្ យម្ភាគ
ស្បចាដំខកន ងឆាស រចួបូកជាមួ្យម្ យម្ភាគស្ប ងឆាសរចួដចកនឹង២ លែីម្បរីកម្ យម្ភាគស្បចាឆំាស។ បនាា ប់ពី្យបាន
ម្ យម្ភាគស្បចាឆំាស(ឆាសទី១ និងឆាសទី២) បូកចូលគ្នន រចួដចកនឹង២ម្តងលទៀត លទីបទទួលបានម្ យម្ភាគស្បចាឆំ្ន ំ
សិកា ។  
 
វតតាន និងអវតតានកន ងលា៉ា ងការសិកា 
 សិសសទងំអស់ស្តូវម្កលរៀនឱយបានលទៀងទត ់ លបីករណីឈប់ស្តូវស ំចាប់ លោយនតល់ព័្យត៌ានែល ់ លោកស្គ-ូអនកស្គូ ឬ
ការយិល័យរែឋបាលរបស់សាោលោយឪព្យ កាត យ ឬអនកអាណាព្យាបាលជាអនកស ំចាប់។  
         -ករណីឈប់ឥតចាប់៥ែង ឬឈប់ានចាប់១០ែង សាោនឹងលចញលិខិតរលឹំកលលីកទី១លោយនាយកស្បតិបតតិ។  
         -ករណីបនតឈប់ឥតចាប់ និងានចាប់ចាប់ពី្យ២០ែង សាោនឹងលចញលិខិតជូនែំណឹងជាលលីកទី២ លហ្យីសិសស 
  នឹងស្តូវស្ប ងល ងីថ្នន ក់លទេះជាានម្ យម្ភាគស្ប ងស្បចាឆំ្ន ជំាប់ក៏លោយ។ 
 -ករណីអវតតានឥតចាប ់និងានចាបច់ាប់ពី្យ៣០ែងល ងីលៅសិសសនឹងស្តូវលរៀនស្តួតថ្នន ក់។ 
ការនតល់ព្យត័៌ានសិកា និងសកម្មភាព្យរបស់កូនៗ 

ដននកលខម្រភាសា ានម្ល ាបាយនតល់ព័្យត៌ានតាម្រយៈជាលសៀវលៅតាម្ោនការសិកាជាស្បចាដំខ ឬតាម្រយៈ 
លិខិត និងតាម្រយៈទូរស័ព្យាលៅាតា បិតា ឬអនកអាណាព្យាបាល ។ លោក លោកស្សី អាចល វីការជួយតាម្ោនការសិកា   
កូនៗតាម្រយៈកាលវភិាគលា៉ា ងសិកា ទងំលរៀនលៅសាោ និងលរៀនលៅនាេះ សួរនាពីំ្យការល វីកិចចការនាេះ ការពិ្យនិតយសាា រ
សិកាកន ងកាបូប និងលិខិតនតល់ព័្យត៌ានលនសងៗពី្យខ្ងសាោលនី្ជូនលោក លោកស្សី ឬអនកអាណាព្យាបាល ។  

សកម្មភាពប្បជុុំសតី ពីការវាយតម្ម្ៃការសិកា  និងធ ោះប្ោយបញ្ហហ ប្បឈម្ធ ើការបធប្ងៀន និងធរៀន  
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រាល់ការទំនាក់ទំនងសស្ាប់ការស ំ ឬនតល់ព័្យត៌ានបដនាម្អំពី្យការសិកាកូនៗ ដននករែឋបាលននសាោអនតរជាតិ ISSR 
ដតងដតនតល់ជូនជាស្បចា ំនិងទទួលសាវ គម្ន៍ រាល់វតតានរបស់ាតា បិតា ឬអនកអាណាព្យាបាលជានិចច ។ 
 
  ៥. សិលបៈ 
 

លស្តពី្យការសិកាតាម្លសៀវលៅសិកាលគ្នល សិសាន សិសស ក៏ានជលស្មី្សកន ងការលរៀនបដនាម្លលីម្ ខវជិាជ សិលបៈស្បនព្យណីដខមរ    ( 
លភលង និងរបា)ំ លែីម្បបីណត េះគំនិតស្សឡាញ់វបប ម៌្ ស្បនព្យណី ានបំណិនទំនាក់ទំនងកន ងសងគម្ និងល វីឲ្យស ខភាព្យនលូវចិតត
កាន់ដតរងឹាមួំ្យកស្មិ្តលទៀត។  
  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
៦. កីឡា  

សិសសទងំអស់នឹង
ទទួលបានការបណត េះបណាត
លលលីម្ ខវជិាជ អប់រកំាយ និង
កីឡា លែីម្បលីលីកកម្ពស់ស ខ
ភាព្យនលូវកាយ ចិតត សាម រតី និង
ានសាម្គគីភាព្យស្កុម្ឲ្យបាន
កាន់ដតស្បលសីរ។ 
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ជុំនួបរវាងធោកប្រូ អ្ាកប្រូ និងមាតា បិតា អាណាពាបា សិសស ធ ើម្បីផ្ត ់ពត័ម៌ានអ្ុំពីការសិកា សកម្មភាពធរៀនសូប្តរបស់សិសស  
ធ ោះប្ោយបញ្ហហ ប្បឈម្ និងកក ម្អរចុំណុចខវោះខាតនានារបស់សិសស និងបានធ ើញទិ ឋភាពទូធៅរបស់ោោ និងថ្នា កធ់រៀនរបស់កូនៗ 

។ 

VII. ការចូលរមួ្គ្នសំ្ទ ព្យីអាណាព្យាបាល សហ្គម្ន៍ នងិនែគូ 
 

ជាការពិ្យតណាស់ការសិការបស់សិសាន សិសស ចាបំាច់ស្តូវដតានការចូលរមួ្យ៉ា ងសកម្មពី្យសំណាក់ឪព្យ ក ាត យ និង
អនកអាណាព្យាបាល លែីម្បចូីលរមួ្អភិវឌឍនូវចំលណេះែឹង និងសម្បទរបស់កូនៗឲ្យកាន់ដតានភាព្យស្បលសីរល ងី។  

ការចូលរមួ្ពី្យឪព្យ ក ាត យ និងអនកអាណាព្យាបាលានែូចជាតានោនការរស់លៅ ការហូ្បច ក ការលគង ការសិកាលៅ
នាេះបដនាម្ ការល វីកិចចការនាេះ ការអានលសៀវលៅ ឬឯកសារលនសងៗ នតល់ព័្យត៌ានស្ត ប់ម្កសាោកន ងករណីចាបំាច់ ចូលរមួ្ស្បជ ំ 
ចាបំាច់របស់សាោ ស្ព្យម្ទងំជួយដណនាពួំ្យកលគឲ្យយល់ែឹងពី្យសងគម្ទូលៅដែលពួ្យកលគកំព្យ ងរស់លៅដថ្ម្លទៀតនង 

សាោដតងដតានកម្មវ ីិជួបស្បជ ំជាមួ្យាតា បិតា អាណាព្យាបាលសិសស សតអំីពី្យការសិការបស់សិសស ចំនួនពី្យរែង
កន ងមួ្យឆ្ន សិំកា លែីម្បនីតល់ព័្យត៌ានទក់ទងនិងការវវិតតន៏ការងារលរៀនសូស្តរបស់សិសស  និងដចករដំលកនូវព័្យត៌ានចាបំាច់មួ្យ
ចំនួនលែីម្បជួីយកូនៗឲ្យលរៀនសូស្តបានកាន់ដតលអមួ្យកស្មិ្តលទៀត។  
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VIII. ការលលីកទឹកចិតត 
សិសសសដែលលរៀនបានចំណាត់ពី្យលលខ១ែល់លលខ៣ និងសិសសពូ្យដកតាម្ម្ ខវជិាជ  ានអាទិភាព្យនឹងទទួលបានប័ណា

សលសីរ និងសកខប័ីណាលលីកទឹកចិតត ។ 
  

 
 

  
 
 
 
 
 
 
    

ពិ្ីប្បរ ់-ទទ ួសញ្ហា បប្តសិសសធ្ាើម្ថ្នា កទី់១២ ម្ុខវជិ្ជា រណិតវទិាចុំណាតថ់្នា កធ់ ខ១ទូទុំងធខតតធសៀម្រាប ក  
ទទួ ោគ  ់ធ យម្នទីរអ្បរ់ ុំយុវជន និងកីឡា 

អ្បអ្រោទរ យុវសិសស យ៉ា ង ោនយ់៉ា  ទទួ បានកុុំពយូទរ័ Laptop Microsoft Surface Pro 8 ក  ជ្ជរង្វវ ន់
ធ ើកទឹកចិតត ពីោោអ្នតរជ្ជតិ ISSR កាុ ងឱកាសប្បឡងជ្ជបស់ញ្ហា បប្តម្្យម្សិកាទុតិយភូមិ្ ទទួ បាន
និធទទសA នាសម្យ័ប្បឡង ២៧ ា្ូ  ២០២២។ 
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ពិ្ីប្បរ ់សកខីបណ័ណ ធ ើកទឹកចិតតសិសសប្បចុំកខ 
 

 
សូម្អ្បអ្រោទរសិសានុសិសសថ្នា កទី់៦ កផ្ាកបឋម្
សិកាម្នោោISSR បានបញ្ចបឆ់្ា ុំសិកាធ យ
ធជ្ជរជយ័ ទទួ បាន ទធផ្  អទុំងការសិកា និង
អាកបបកិរយិ ប្ពម្ទុំងបានធឡើងថ្នា កទី់៧ កផ្ាកវទិា ័យ
ធៅឆ្ា ុំសិកាថ្មី២០២២-២០២៣ខាងមុ្ខធនោះ។ 
សូម្ជូនពរពួកធរទទួ បានសុំណាង អធៅឆ្ា ុំសិកាថ្មី។ 
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IX.  ស ខភាព្យ ស វតាិភាព្យ និងសនតិស ខ 
  បញ្ា ស ខភាព្យ គឺជាចំន ចែ៏សំខ្ន់មួ្យ ដែលសាោ និងាតា បិតា អនកអាណាព្យាលចូលរមួ្យកចិតតទ កោក់ទងំអស់
គ្នន សស្ាប់ស ខភាព្យកូនៗ និងស ខភាព្យសិកា ជាពិ្យលសសលព្យលកូនៗលៅនាេះ សូម្ាតា បិតា ចូលរមួ្តាម្ោន និងជំរ ញ កូនៗ
ជាស្បចា ំឲ្យព្យួកលគឆ្ប់ចូលលគងបនាា ប់ពី្យលមី្លលម្លរៀន ឬល វីកិចចការនាេះដែលសាោោក់ឲ្យរចួរាល់ តាម្ោនថ្នលតីព្យកួគ្នត់លគង ឬ
ក៏បនតលលង ឬល វីអវីលនសងៗលទៀតរហូ្តែល់យប់លស្ៅ កនលងម្កានសិសសមួ្យចំនួនតូចដតងដតានអាការៈងង យលគង និងសាៃ ប
លស្ចីន ជាលហ្ត ល វីឲ្យព្យួកគ្នតមិ់្នអាចនចង់សាម រតីលរៀន និងចូលរមួ្ពិ្យភាកាការងារជាស្កុម្ជាម្ួយមិ្តតភកតិែ៏នទលទៀតលៅកន ងថ្នន ក់លរៀន
ជាលែីម្ ។ ចំល េះម្ាូបអាហារសាោក៏ែូចជាលោកស្គូ អនកស្គូដតងដតជំរ ញឱយសិសាន សិសស ញ អំាហារណាដែលានជីវជាតិ
ស្គប់ស្គ្ននជួ់យស្ទស្ទង់ែល់ស ខភាព្យរាងកាយ និងខួកាល ជាពិ្យលសសជាតិបដនល ស្តី សាច់ និងដនលលឈតីាម្រែូវកាលដែលមិ្នប៉ាេះ
 ល់ែលស់ ខភាព្យកូនៗ ។  
 ចំល េះស វតាិភាព្យ និងសនតិស ខកន ងការជូនកូនៗម្កសាោ និងជូនស្ត បល់ៅនាេះវញិ សូម្លោក លោកស្សីនតល់ព័្យត៍ាន
ម្កសាោឲ្យបានចាស់ោស ់កន ងករណីដែលលោក លោកស្សីអន ញ្ា តឱយប គគលណាាន ក់ជាអនកម្កទទួលកូនៗ និងស្តូវចូល
រមួ្សហ្ការជាមួ្យនឹងប គគលិកសនតិស ខ ឬជំនួយការស្គ ូ និងច េះហ្តាលលខ្ទទួលយកកូនៗលៅកដនលងរង់ចា។ំ សាោមិ្ន
អន ញ្ា តឲ្យលោក លោកស្សីចូលលែីរលមី្លតាម្បនាប់លរៀនរបស់កូនៗល យី លលីកដលងករណីានការអន ញ្ា ត ។   
 លយងីខ្ ំសូម្អ ាស្ស័យពី្យសំណាក់ លោក លោកស្សី ាតាបិតា អនកអាណាព្យាបាលសិសសទងំអស់ លម្តាត លយគយល់ 
និងអន វតតតាម្លកខខណឌ  និងការដណនា ំឬបស្ាម្របស់សាោឱយានស្បសិទធភាព្យខពស់ ។ 
 
 

ការធ្លនារា៉ាបរ់ង ដែលសិសាន សិសសស្តវូទទួលបាន 
ប គគលិក និងសិសាន សិសសសាោអនតរជាតិISSR ទងំអស់នឹង
ទទួល បានការធ្លនារា៉ាប់រងលលីលស្គ្នេះថ្នន ក់លោយនចែនយពី្យស្កុម្ហ្  ន
ធ្លនារា៉ាប់រង CB Insurance លហ្យីការធ្លនារា៉ា ប់រងលនេះគឺគិតចាប់ពី្យ
លព្យលសិសសលចញពី្យនាេះរហូ្តែល់លព្យលសិសសលៅែល់នាេះវញិ។  
រាល់ការចំណាយកន ងការព្យាបាលលលីលស្គ្នេះថ្នន កល់ោយនចែនយលោយ
ស្បការណាមួ្យគឺស្កុម្ហ្  នធ្លនារា៉ា ប់រងជាអនកលចញនថ្លលសវាព្យាបាល
ដតជាមួ្យម្នាីរលព្យទយ ឬម្នាីរសស្ាកព្យាបាលដែលជានែគូប៉ា លណាា េះ 

ដែលានក ច្ប ់នាលលីលសវាព្យាបាល៥០០ែ ោល កន ងមួ្យឆ្ន  ំដតតស្មូ្វឲ្យានការនតល់ព័្យត៍ានលៅស្កុម្ហ្  នជាម្ នសិន ។ 
សាោISSR ដតងដតយកចិតតទ កោក់ចំល េះលលីស ខស វតាិភាព្យប គគលិក និងសិសាន សិសសជាចម្បង ។ 
 

X.  សលម្លៀលបំ ក់ និងឯកសណាឋ នសិសាន សិសស 
 
 
  
  
 
 

 
 

សិសាន សិសសដននកលខម្រភាសា តស្ម្ូវឲ្យលសលៀក ក់ឯកសណាឋ នតាម្ការកំណត់
របស់សាោ។ ចំល េះសិសសកស្មិ្តបឋម្សិកា គឺតស្មូ្វឱយលសលៀកលខ្ ឬសំព្យត់ឲ្យ
បានសម្រម្យ។ ចំល េះសិសសកស្មិ្តម្ យម្សិកា៖ ស្តូវលសលៀកលខ្ ដែលានសាច់
ស្កណាត់ោតព្យណ៌លខៀវទឹកប ិច ឬព្យណ៌លខៀវស្កល ៉ា  និងោក់អាវចូលលៅកន ងលខ្ 
ឬសំព្យត់ជានិចច(លជៀសវាងស្បលភទសាច់ស្កណាត់របឹរាង)សក់កាលស្តូវខលី ចំល េះ
សិសសនារសីក់ស្តូវចងឲ្យបានសម្រម្យកន ងបរលិវណសាោ។  
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XI. សកម្មភាព្យព្យិលសស និងសកម្មភាព្យលស្តថ្នន ក់សិកា 
 

សកម្មភាព្យពិ្យលសសជាសហ្កម្មវ ីិសិកាសស្ាប់បំលព្យញបដនាម្ការបលស្ងៀននិងលរៀនកន ងថ្នន ក។់ សកម្មភាព្យលនេះានលរៀង
រាល់សបាត ហ៏្ លោយលរៀបចំល វីកំ  ងលព្យលម្ នលា៉ា ងសិកា ញ បំាយនថ្ៃស្តង់ ឬលព្យលទំលនរណាមួ្យ លែីម្បនីាល់ឱកាសឲ្យសិសស
ព្យស្ងឹងភាព្យាច ស់ការ  អន វតតចំលណេះែឹង  បំនិន  ដែលខលួនទទួលបានពី្យថ្នន ក់លរៀន លហ្យីក៏នាល់ឱកាសឲ្យសិសសបល ច្ញលទព្យលកា
សលយតាម្ឧបនិសសយ័ដែលខលួនានពី្យកំលណីត  ។ 

 

ក. ការដបងដចកសកម្មភាព្យ៖ 
    ១.  សកម្មភាព្យលោយដបងដចកសិសសតាម្ថ្នន ក់នីមួ្យៗ 
    ២.  សកម្មភាព្យតាម្កលឹប (club) សិកា 
    ៣.  សកម្មភាព្យតាម្ទសសនកិចចសិកា 
    ៤.  សកម្មភាព្យតាម្ស្កុម្ឯកសណាឋ នដែលបានដបងដចក 
    ៥.  សកម្មភាព្យកីឡា  និងសិលបៈ។ 
             

សាោដតងដតលរៀបចំកម្មវ ីិលោេះែូរសិសសជាមួ្យសាោអនតរជាតិជានែគូរយៈលព្យលខលី លរៀបែំលណីរទសសនកិចចសិកា
នាភាជ ប់ និងលម្លរៀនដែលបានលរៀន ឬកំព្យ ងលរៀន កម្មវ ីិការស្បកួតកីឡា សដម្តងសិលបៈ ស្បគ ំតស្រ្នតី តាងំពិ្យព័្យរណ៍ លែីម្បសី្បមូ្លមូ្ល
និ ិឧបតាម្លៅម្នាីរលព្យទយ អំ វនាវសម្ប រសជនជាថ្វកិា និងសាា រៈ លែីម្បជួីយក ារកំស្  សាអ តបរសិាា នតាម្ែងនលូវកន ងសហ្
គម្ន៍ជាលែីម្ និងចូលរមួ្ទិវាលនសងៗលៅកន ងឆ្ន សិំកានីមួ្យៗ ។  

សកម្មភាព្យទងំលនេះអាចស្បស្ពឹ្យតតលៅលោយានការឯកភាព្យពី្យអាណាព្យាបាល ឬចាត់តាងំអំពី្យស្គូបនា កថ្នន ក់ និងនាយក
សាោ ។   
 

ខ. ម្ ខងារ ននសកម្មភាព្យពិ្យលសស៖ 
១. ព្យស្ងឹងចំលណេះែឹង  បំនិន  គ ណតនម្ល ដែលទទួលបានពី្យការអប់រ ំ។ 
២. រតិចំណងមិ្តតភារវាងសិសស និងសិសស សាោលរៀន និងសាោលរៀន  និងរវាងសាោលរៀននឹងសហ្គម្ន៍  ។ 
៣. ទសសនកិចចសិកាលំដហ្រលែីម្បកីាត់បនាយភាព្យតានតឹង ដសវងយល់បដនាម្លលីអវីដែលដែលបានលរៀន ។ 
៤. ព្យស្ងឹងសណាា ប់ធ្លន ប់លអ  វន័ិយ  លសចកាីកាល ហាន  ានទំន កចិតតលលីខលួនឯង   

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 កម្មវ ិ្ ីធ ងកម្ានត ក បងប្បជ្ជប្បិយ ម្ុនម្ថ្ៃបុណយចូ ឆ្ា ុំថ្មីប្បម្ពណីជ្ជតិកខមរ  
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XII.   សកម្មភាព្យម្ន សស ម្៌កន ងសងគម្  

 
 
 
 
 

ការបរចិច កអ្ងករ ទឹកអា ់កុ  ធប្ោម្ម្  និងមា៉ា ស់  ់រ ឋបា ធខតតធសៀម្រាប និងម្នទីរអ្បរ់ ុំយុវជន 
 និងកីឡាធខតតធសៀម្រាបធ ើម្បីជួយ   ់ប្បជ្ជព រ ឋក  ជួបវបិតតិជុំងឺកូវ ី ១៩ 

សកម្មភាពសិសសចូ រមួ្កម្មវ ិ្ ីតាុំងពិពណ៍័កសវងរកម្ូ និ្ិឧតថម្ម្នទីរធពទយកុមារអ្ងគរ  
និងម្នទីរធពទយរនទបុបាា ធខតតធសៀម្រាប 
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XIII.  វបប ម្៌របស់សាោអនតរជាតិ ISSR 
    

វបប ម៌្សាោលរៀនអនតរជាតិ ISSR សំលៅលៅលលីបរសិាា នទងំមូ្លននសាោលរៀន វបប ម៌្សាោលរៀនានទិែឋភាព្យ
សងគម្  ទិែឋភាព្យរូប  ទិែឋភាព្យសិកាលរៀនសូស្ត  និងការលស្បីស្បាស់ភាសា។ការយកចិតតទ កោក់លលីបរសិាា នលនេះបាននាល់នលលអ
ែល់ការបលស្ងៀន និងលរៀន។ ទនាឹម្នឹងលនេះការអប់រវំន័ិយ ឥរយិបថ្ គំនិតារយទរបស់សិសស  ក៏ជាចំន ចយកចិតតទ កោក់ជា
ស្បចានំងដែរ ៖ 
 
ទិែឋភាព្យសងគម្ននសាោលរៀន 
-  ការលគ្នរព្យគ្នន  សំព្យេះគ្នន    
-  ទំនួលខ សស្តវូ  
-  សហ្ស្បតិបតតកិារ 
-  គំនិតសមូ្ហ្ភាព្យ 
-  មិ្តតភាព្យ ការសបាយរកីរាយ 
-  យ តតិ ម៌្ -ល-។ 
 

ទិែឋភាព្យរូប  ននសាោលរៀន 
-  ភាព្យសាអ ត 
-   ស វតាិភាព្យ 
-  សាា រៈលស្បីស្បាស់លអស្គប់ស្គ្នន់ 
-   ផ្ទស កភាព្យ  
-   លំអ  - ល-  ។ 
ទិែឋភាព្យសិកាលរៀនសូស្ត 
-  ជំរ ញការសិកាលរៀនសូស្ត លោយបងកលកខណៈឲ្យសិសសចូលចិតតការសិកា ខិតខំល វីកិចចការ យកចិតតទ កោក់អាន  ចូលចិតត
បល ច្ញគំនិត លយបល់ ចូលរមួ្កន ងសកម្មភាព្យពិ្យភាកា សកម្មភាព្យបលងកីតសាន នែ សំលណរ  សកម្មភាព្យសដម្ាងតួ ... 
-  ជំរ ញការសិកា  លោយនាល់លសៀវលៅសិកា ដននទី រូបភាព្យ និងលរៀបចំបនាប់ពិ្យលសា ន៍  បណាា ល័យ ... ។ 
 

ការលស្បីស្បាស់ភាសា 
-   ភាសាដខមរ និងអង់លគលស (សិសសអាចលស្បីស្បាស់បានស្តឹម្ស្តូវ ានភាព្យនថ្លថ្នូរទងំកន ង  និងលស្តសាោលរៀន) ។ 
-   ភាសាបរលទស: ភាសាបារាងំ ឬចិន (សិសសអាចលស្បីស្បាស់បាន កន ងសាា នភាព្យសម្ស្សប) ។ 
 
 

XIV. អន សាសន ៍
 

អន សាសន ៍និងការសំណូម្ព្យរពី្យ នាយកស្បតិបតតិលខម្រភាសា ចំល េះាតាបិតា ស្ព្យម្ទងំសិសាន សិសស 
កន ងនាម្ខ្ ំបាទនាយកស្បតិបតត ិ សូម្ល វីការចូលរមួ្ផ្ទត លំនី្ែល់លោក លោកស្សីជាាតាបិតា លម្តាត ចូលរមួ្ព្យស្ងឹង លលីក

កម្ពស់ និងការយកចិតតទ កោក់ចំល េះស ខភាព្យ និងបរសិាា នសិការបស់កូនៗបដនាម្លទៀត តាម្រយៈការតាម្ោន ដណនា ំ និង
ជំរ ញលលីការសិកាលរៀនសូស្ត អានលសៀវលៅ ឬលម្លរៀន ល វីកិចចការនាេះ ការស្សាវស្ជាវអំពី្យខលឹម្សារ ដែលានសារស្បលយជន៍ស្ទស្ទង់
ែល់ការសិកា និងជាចំលណេះែឹងទូលៅ សស្ាប់ព្យស្ងីក និងព្យស្ងឹងសាម រតី ព្យ ទធិយល់ែឹងលនសងៗែល់កូនៗឲ្យកាន់ដតទូលំទូោយ 
និងានការវវិឌឍន៍លៅម្ ខជានិចច ។ ជាងលនេះលៅលទៀត សូម្ាតាបិតា ចូលរមួ្សហ្ការជាមួ្យនឹង លោកស្គូ អនកស្គូ កន ងការអប់រ ំ
ែល់កូនៗនូវ ឥរយិបថ្លអ អាកាបបកិរយិលអ សីល ម៌្ និងស ជីវ ម៌្រស់លៅលអ ស្ព្យម្ទងំានសាម រតីទទួលខ សស្តូវខពស់កន ងការ
សិកាលរៀនសូស្តនងដែរ  ស្ព្យម្ទងំចូលរមួ្ជួយទប់សាក ត់ ឬកាត់បនាយចំល េះកូនៗម្ួយចំនួនដែលចំណាយលព្យលលវោខជីខ្ជ យ
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លលងលហ្គម្ លមី្លភាព្យយនត លលងតាម្បណាត ញសងគម្រហូ្តែល់យប់លស្ៅ ដែលជាលហ្ត ល វីឲ្យានការប៉ាេះ ល់ែល់ការសិកា
លរៀនសូស្ត ែូចជាការម្កលរៀនយតឺ ងង យលគងកន ងលា៉ា ងសិកា ដែលល វីឱយកូនៗគ្នម នចិតតចង់លរៀន និងសាត ប់ស្គូព្យនយល់ ដែលជា
លហ្ត ល វីឱយពួ្យកលគានការសិកាធ្លល ក់ច េះ មិ្នសូវចងចា ំនិងមិ្នយកចិតតទ កោក់លរៀនសូស្ត ល វីឲ្យបាត់ទំន កចិតតលលីខលួនឯង ។  

ែូចលនេះកន ងនាម្ខ្ ំជានាយកស្បតិបតតិ និងជំនួសម្ ខឲ្យគណៈស្គប់ស្គងសាោ សូម្ល វីការសណូំម្ព្យរបដនាម្ែល់ាតា 
បិតា អនកអាណាព្យាបាលសិសសទងំអស់ស្គប់រូបសូម្ចូលរមួ្៖ 
១. តាម្ោនការសិកាកូនៗលៅលគហ្ោឋ នែូចជាការល វីកិចចការនាេះ និងជំរ ញឲ្យឆ្ប់ចូលែំលណកជាស្បចា ំ។ 
២. ានការកំណត់លព្យលលវោ ឬបលងកីតវន័ិយកន ងការអន ញ្ា តឲ្យលស្បីស្បាស់នូវសាា របលចចកវទិា(ទូរស័ព្យា Tablet ក ំព្យយូទ័រ 
ា៉ា ស ីនលហ្គម្...)ឲ្យបានស្តឹម្ស្តូវ។   
៣. ជំរ ញឱយកូនៗ ពិ្យនិតយសាា រសិកាម្ នលព្យលម្កសាោលរៀនជាស្បចា ំក ំឲ្យានការលភលចលសៀវលៅសរលសរ ឬលម្លរៀន ។ 
៤. តាម្ោនបញ្ា ស ខភាព្យ ស វតាិភាព្យ ចំណីអាហារ និងអនាម័្យលនសងៗជាស្បចាលំព្យលលចញពី្យនាេះ និងលចញពី្យសាោវញិ ។ 
៥. ការស ំចាប់ ឬឈប់សស្ាកសស្ាប់កូនៗ សូម្នតល់ព័្យត៌ានម្កសាោជាស្បចា ំ។ 
៦. ចូលរមួ្លគ្នរព្យ និងអន វតតបទប ា្តតិ និងបទបញ្ជ ននាកន ងរបស់សាោ។  
៧. អល ជ្ ីញចូលរមួ្កម្មវ ីិសំខ្ន់ៗរបស់សាោ។ 
 
XV. សននិោឋ ន 

 
ជារមួ្សិសាន សិសសដែលបានម្កសិកាលរៀនសូស្តលៅទីលនេះ គឺនឹងទទួលបាននូវ ចំលណេះែឹង ជំនាញ បំណិន 

ឥរយិបថ្ និងការលចេះរមួ្រសល់ៅជាម្ួយគ្នន  ស្ព្យម្ទងំានត លយភាព្យរវាងស្បាជ្ា  សាម រតី  សល ច្ តនា  និងរូបកាយ។ កម្មវ ីិសិកា
គឺស្សបលៅនឹងកម្មវ ីិសិកាជាតិ និងកម្មវ ីិអនតរជាតិពិ្យតស្បាកែ ។ សិសាន សិសសនឹងទទួលបាននូវសញ្ា បស្តម្ យម្សិកា
បឋម្ភូមិ្ និងទ តិយភូមិ្ដែលានការទទួលសាគ លពី់្យម្នាីរ និងស្កសួងអប់រ ំ យ វជន និងកីឡា ននស្ព្យេះរាជាណាចស្កកម្ព ជា 
ចំដណកឯកម្មវ ីិសិកាភាសាអង់លគលសនឹងទទួលបានពី្យសាា ប័នCambridgeននចស្កភព្យអង់លគលសលៅលព្យលដែលប ច្ ប់ការសិកា
លោយលជាគជ័យ ។  

 
ជាច ងប ច្ ប់ លយីងខ្ ំសូម្ដថ្លងអំណរអរគ ណយ៉ា ងស្ជាលលស្ៅចំល េះលោក-លោកស្សី ជាាតាបិតា អាណា

ព្យាបាលដែលដតងដតគ្នសំ្ទ និងចូលរមួ្សហ្ការបានលអជាមួ្យនឹងសាោលយងីខ្ ទំងំអស់គ្នន ។  
 

សូម្លគ្នរជូនព្យរលោក-លោកស្សី ទទួលបានស ខភាព្យលអ ស ភម្ងគលកន ងស្កុម្ស្គួសារ និងទទួលបានលជាគជ័យកន ង
អាជីព្យការងារ និងម្ ខរបរអាជីវកម្មស្គប់ៗគ្នន  ។ សូម្អរគ ណ.! 
 

ពី្យសាោអនតរជាតិ ISSR 
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សូម្ល វីការទំនាក់ទំនងម្កកាន់សាោលយងីខ្ ំលែីម្បទីទួលបានព័្យត៌ានបដនាម្ែូចខ្ងលស្កាម្៖ 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

លគហ្ទំព្យ័រ៖ www.issr.edu.kh 

ទំនាក់ទំនងផ្នែកបឋមសិកាតាមអាសយដ្ឋា ន៖ 
នលូវក្កវ៉ាត់ក្កុង ភូមិករក្ាញ់ សង្កា ត់សសៀមរាប ក្កុងសសៀមរាប។  
តាមរយៈទូរសព័្ទសេខ៖ ០១២ ៨៧ ៨៧ ៨២ | ០៨១ ៨៧ ៨៧ ៨២ 
តាមរយៈអ ៊ីផ្ម៉ាេ៖ រដ្ាបាេសាលា admin@issr.edu.kh   
 

 

ទុំនាកទ់ុំនងកផ្ាកវទិា ័យតាម្អាសយ ឋ ន៖ 
ផ្ៃូវធ ខ៥១ ភូម្បិ្តពុំងកប្តង សង្វក តោ់ោកុំធរ ើក ប្កុង
ធសៀម្រាប។  
តាម្រយៈទូរស័ពទធ ខ៖  ០៩៨ ៨៧ ៨៧ ៨២ 
តាម្រយៈអីុ្កម្៉ា ៖ រ ឋបា ោោ 
adminhs@issr.edu.kh   
ធរហទុំពរ័៖ www.issr.edu.kh    
 

ផ្នែក វិទ្យាលយ័ 

 

ផ្នែក  បឋមសកិា 

 

Primary School Campus 

High School Campus 

http://www.issr.edu.kh/
mailto:admin@issr.edu.kh
mailto:adminhs@issr.edu.kh
http://www.issr.edu.kh/


 

 

 

 

 

សម្រាប់ព័ត៌ានបន្នែមសូមធ វ្ើការទំនាក់ទំនង 

តាមរយៈអាសយដ្ឋា នដូចខាងធម្រកាម៖ 

គេហៈទពំ័រនៃសាលាអៃតរជាតិ ISSR 

www.issr.edu.kh 

អ ី ម ៉ែល មនែកការយិាល័យ 

adminhs@issr.edu.kh 

អ ី ម ៉ែល មនែកេណគៃយ្យ 
accounts@issr.edu.kh 

ការយិាល័យរដ្ឋបាល 

ទូរស័ពទគលខ 

(០៩៨ ៨៧ ៨៧ ៨២) 

(០១២ ៨៧ ៨៧ ៨២) 

(០៨១ ៨៧ ៨៧ ៨២) 

ក្ក ងគសៀ រាប គខតតគសៀ រាប 
 

 

 



(012 87 87 82) /(081 87 87 82) / /admin@issr.edu.kh www.issr.edu.kh

Annual Events hosted by ISSR

HIGH 

(012 878 782)
(012 878 782) (081 878 782)

KHMER
PROGRAM

(012 878 782)
(081 878 782)

OFFICER 
HOURS

Open : 8:00am
Closed: 5:00pm

Siem Reap
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